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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 11173 OF 2019 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

WORLD PHONE INTERNET  

SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED             ...PETITIONER                

VERSUS 

UNION OF INDIA & ORS.    …RESPONDENTS 

AFFIDAVIT ON BEHALF OF FACEBOOK, INC., 

RESPONDENT NO. 3 

I, Kathryn Duvall, aged about 39 years, daughter of Steven L. 

Robinson, power of attorney holder of Facebook, Inc. 

(“Facebook”), having its registered office at 1 Hacker Way, 

Menlo Park, California 94025, United States of America, do 

hereby solemnly affirm and state as under:   

1. I am the power of attorney holder of Facebook and am 

authorized to sign the present affidavit (“Affidavit”). I am 

well acquainted with the facts of the case, and am competent 

to sign this Affidavit on behalf of Facebook. 

2. Facebook files this Affidavit in response to the above-

referenced writ petition (“Petition”) filed by World Phone 

Internet Services Private Limited (“Petitioner”). Facebook 

seeks liberty to file additional affidavits (including a more 

detailed affidavit) in response to the Petition, as may be 

appropriate, with the leave of this Hon’ble Court. 
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3. At the outset, Facebook denies each and every averment, 

allegation, and submission in the Petition, and nothing stated 

in the Petition shall be deemed to have been admitted by 

Facebook unless, and only to the extent, specifically admitted 

hereinafter. 

4. Facebook humbly submits that this Petition ought to be 

dismissed at the first instance as it is not maintainable against 

Facebook for the following reasons:  

(i) Facebook is a private entity, and Petitioner has wrongly 

sought to subject Facebook to this Hon’ble Court’s writ 

jurisdiction. 

(ii) Facebook is not a telecom service provider (“TSP”) or 

an internet service provider (“ISP”) and is therefore not 

governed by the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885. The 

services provided by Facebook, including the internet-

based communication services, are governed by the IT 

Act and the rules framed thereunder. 

(iii) The regulation of OTT service providers (like 

Facebook) is a technical and policy-driven issue. 

Petitioner offers no valid reason why this Court should 

interfere in the regulatory process, which is ongoing.  

(iv) Petitioner is improperly attempting to re-litigate the past 

rulings of  the Telecom Disputes Settlement and 

Appellate Tribunal (“TDSAT”) and the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court, both of which rejected the same issues 

that Petitioner raises here. 
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(v) Petitioner has failed to pursue the efficacious alternative 

remedy of approaching the relevant regulatory 

authorities -- namely  the Telecom Regulatory Authority 

of India (“TRAI”) and the Department of 

Telecommunications, Government of India (“DoT”). 

(vi) Petitioner has failed to demonstrate a violation of any of 

its purported rights under the Constitution.  

BRIEF BACKGROUND REGARDING FACEBOOK AND 

OTT SERVICES 

5. Facebook is a company incorporated under the laws of the 

State of Delaware, United States of America. Contrary to the 

address stated in the Petition, Facebook has its registered 

office at 1 Hacker Way, Menlo Park, California 94025, United 

States of America.  

6. Facebook provides products that give people the power to 

build community and bring the world closer together. These 

products include, among other things, the Facebook service, a 

voluntary online social networking service that allows users to 

connect and share information with their friends and family 

(available at www.facebook.com and applications for the 

mobile devices and tablets (“Facebook Social Networking 

Service”)), and an instant messaging service that provides text 

and voice and video calling features (“Messenger Service”; 

together with the Facebook Social Networking Service, the 

“Facebook Services”). Facebook users in India enter into an 

agreement with Facebook when they register to use the 

Facebook Services. See Facebook’s Terms of Service, 

available at https://www.facebook.com/terms.php.     
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7. In its November 12, 2018 Consultation Paper on the 

Regulatory Framework for OTT Communication Services, 

TRAI reiterated the definition of OTT service providers as 

stated in the March 27, 2015 consultation paper on the 

“Regulatory Framework for OTT Services” (“2015 OTT 

Paper”). TRAI broadly defines OTT services as applications 

provided “over the top” of networks provided by TSP and/or 

ISPs . In other words, OTT service providers do not operate 

their own telecom networks and internet infrastructure. 

Instead, users access OTT services through the existing 

networks and infrastructure of TSPs and ISPs, who provide 

internet connection to users in India, to provide applications 

over the internet. Voice over internet protocol services (“VoIP 

Services”), such as those provided by the Facebook Services 

(including the Messenger Service), are examples of OTT 

Services, as they provide their users with voice calling 

services, which may be accessed over existing telecom 

networks and internet infrastructure. Facebook does not 

operate its own telecommunications networks or infrastructure 

in order to provide the Facebook Services to users in India. 

BRIEF BACKGROUND REGARDING PETITIONER   

8. Petitioner claims that it is an ISP licensed with DoT to operate 

networks and infrastructure to provide its users with internet 

service and other connected applications. Petitioner claims 

that as an ISP, it is similarly placed as TSPs, which must also 

obtain licenses from the Government of India to operate 

networks and infrastructure to provide their users with 
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telecommunications services, such as traditional calling 

services.  

RELIEF SOUGHT IN THE PETITION 

9. In the Petition, Petitioner seeks, inter-alia, the following 

relief:  

(i) “[...] an order directing the Respondents to enforce 

current regulations as applied to the Internet Telephony 

Service of Facebook messenger and WhatsApp to ensure 

that same are in compliance with the same regulatory / 

license framework as licensed TSP / ITSPs / ISP’s; 

(ii) [...] an order directing the Respondents to enforce its 

regulations and make Facebook messenger and 

WhatsApp accountable for regulatory requirements as 

required under the UAS / ISP or Unified License 

granted under Section 4 of the Indian Telegraph Act 

1885 and those issued by  the Government from time to 

time; 

(iii) [...] an order directing Respondent No. 2 to forthwith 

immediately take steps to prevent services that are 

Licensed services as that of the Petitioner herein from 

being provided by Facebook messenger and WhatsApp; 

(iv) [...] an order directing the Respondent No. 2 to stop the 

unlicensed services of Facebook messenger and 

WhatsApp until they comply with the requirements as 

required under the UAS / ISP or Unified License 

granted under Section  4 of the Indian Telegraph Act 
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1885 and those issued by the Government from time to 

time; [and] 

(v) [...] an order directing the Respondent No. 2 to impose 

penalties for prior non-compliance by Facebook and  

WhatsApp as required under the UAS / ISP or Unified 

License granted under Section 4 of the Indian Telegraph 

Act 1885 and those issued by the Government from time 

to time.” 

10. Petitioner has also filed an application under Order 39, Rules 

1 & 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 seeking the 

following interim relief against Facebook:  

“[...] an ad-interim ex-parte injunction as against the 

said Facebook Ltd. from providing services to which 

are subject matter of a license by  the Respondent No. 

1, Union of India.” 

PRELIMINARY SUBMISSIONS AND OBJECTIONS 

11. Facebook respectfully submits that the Petition is not 

maintainable and ought to be dismissed against Facebook 

without further consideration for the following reasons: 

(i) The Petition ought to be dismissed in limine against 

Facebook because it is a private entity. It is not a public 

authority, does not perform any public function, and is 

not funded by the State. Thus, it is not a “State” or 

“Authority” subject to this Hon’ble Court’s writ 

jurisdiction under Article 226 of the Constitution. 
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(ii) The regulation of OTT providers under the Indian 

telecom licensing regime for TSPs/ISPs is a technical 

and policy-driven issue, which should be considered and 

addressed by authorities such as DoT and TRAI which 

are responsible for overseeing this regime. Petitioner 

offers no valid reason why this Court should interfere in 

the regulatory process. Indeed, TRAI and DoT are 

already considering the issues raised in the Petition, and 

TRAI has recently submitted a recommendation to DoT 

clearly recommending against regulating providers of 

OTT services, including VoIP Services, under India’s 

telecom licensing regime. This recommendation clearly 

demonstrates that the relevant authorities, which 

possess regulatory expertise, including TRAI and the 

DoT, are already examining the issues raised by the 

Petition. Instead of allowing the DoT and TRAI, who 

have requisite expertise to address technical issues and 

policy concerns relating to the telecom licensing regime, 

to carry out their duties, Petitioner improperly requests 

that this Hon’ble Court rewrite existing regulation, pre-

empt the development of new regulatory framework, 

and insert itself in an ongoing regulatory process even 

before the matter has been decided by the authorities 

who are authorized and qualified to address it. 

(iii) In 2014, Petitioner attempted to challenge imposition of 

license fees by Respondent in a separate matter before 

TDSAT (cited in 2018 SCCOnline TDSAT 94). 

Petitioner compared itself with OTT services offered by 

Google, Viber, Yahoo, and Tango, and argued that no 
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license fee should be imposed on Petitioner in order to 

maintain a level playing field with OTT services. In its 

order dated May 30, 2018, TDSAT elucidated the 

distinct nature of OTT services, acknowledged the 

complex and multiple policy issues involved in 

determining their regulation, and stated that policy 

formulation is the privilege and domain of the state or 

the licensor and the regulator. It also stated that 

Petitioner can espouse its viewpoint before the licensor 

or the regulator, and litigation cannot be a tool or 

substitute for such an exercise. TDSAT disposed of the 

petition. In Petitioner’s appeal, the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court refused to interfere with the decision and 

dismissed the appeal. By way of the present writ petition 

against another OTT service, i.e. Facebook, Petitioner is 

attempting to circumvent the ruling of the TDSAT and 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court, and re-litigate the same 

issues before a different forum. 

(iv) Petitioner has not even attempted to pursue the 

efficacious alternative remedy of approaching the 

relevant regulatory authorities -- namely TRAI and DoT 

-- to resolve the technical and policy-driven issues 

raised in the Petition. For this reason this Hon’ble Court 

ought to decline exercising its writ jurisdiction under 

Article 226 of the Constitution, which Petitioner has 

improperly sought to invoke, and dismiss the Petition. 

(v) Intermediaries like Facebook are already subject to 

robust checks and safeguards under the statutory 
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framework of the IT Act and the Information 

Technology (Procedures and Safeguards for 

Interception, Monitoring and Decryption of 

Information) Rules, 2009 (“Interception Rules”). The 

IT Act and Interception Rules provide measures for the 

interception of information. The Facebook Services are 

OTT services that rely on the internet services provided 

by TSPs/ISPs. Plainly, users in India access the 

Facebook Services, including Facebook’s Messenger 

Service, through internet services sold by TSPs/ISPs 

and utilizing the network infrastructures of those TSPs/ 

ISPs. 

(vi) Petitioner’s allegation that operating the Facebook 

Services without a telecom license causes financial 

“loss” to the national exchequer is misconceived. 

Facebook merely provides OTT services which leverage 

the public internet provided by a TSP/ISP licensed 

under the unified license agreement for TSPs/ISPs to 

provide internet services (among other services) issued 

by the Central Government (“UL Agreement”). 

Facebook cannot have caused a “loss” to the national 

exchequer, as the exchequer cannot lose something it 

was not entitled to in the first place. Petitioner’s 

allegation is also entirely speculative, as Petitioner has 

failed to demonstrate any alleged loss to the exchequer. 

In fact, this allegation is directly contradicted by TRAI’s 

express findings that the “increase in OTT services has 

fuelled an increase in data consumption, leading to 

more revenue from use of data.” (See Consultation 
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Paper on Regulatory Framework for Over-The-Top 

(OTT) communication Services dated November 12, 

2018, at para 3.3, p. 13, available at: 

https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/CPOTT1211

2018_0.pdf). 

(vii) Petitioner has failed to demonstrate a violation of any of 

its rights under the Constitution: 

a. Petitioner’s alleged right to carry on its business 

under Articles 19(1)(g) of the Constitution has not 

been violated because (i) that right is only available 

to natural persons, not corporations like Petitioner, 

and (ii) in any event, Petitioner has not shown how 

its ability to carry on its business has been harmed 

by the telecom rules. 

b. Petitioner’s alleged equal protection rights under 

Article 14 of the Constitution have not been violated 

because the telecom licensing regime reflects a 

meaningful difference between OTT service 

providers like Facebook and TSPs/ISPs like 

Petitioner. 

12. In light of Facebook’s submissions (detailed further below), 

including as to the maintainability of this Petition, Facebook 

respectfully requests that this Hon’ble Court also refrain from 

passing any interim orders against Facebook as requested by 

Petitioner. Indeed, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has advised 

that Courts should exercise restraint in issuing any interim 

orders in a writ petition where there is doubt about its 

maintainability or the tenability of its claim. (See State Bank 
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of Patiala v. Vinesh Kumar Bhasin, (2010) 4 SCC 368, paras 

21 and 22). 

DETAILED PRELIMINARY SUBMISSIONS AND 

OBJECTIONS 

I. THE PETITION OUGHT TO BE DISMISSED AT THE 

OUTSET BECAUSE PETITIONER HAS IMPROPERLY 

SOUGHT TO INVOKE THIS HON’BLE COURT’S 

WRIT JURISDICTION 

13. Facebook humbly submits that the Petition ought to be 

dismissed in limine as against Facebook because Facebook is 

a private entity and not a “State” or “Authority” over which 

this Hon’ble Court may invoke its writ jurisdiction. 

14. The Hon’ble Supreme Court held that a writ petition under 

Article 226 of the Constitution is only maintainable against (i) 

the State Government; (ii) an Authority; (iii) a statutory body; 

(iv) an instrumentality or agency of the State; (v) a company 

which is financed and owned by the State; (vi) a private body 

run substantially on State funding; (vii) a private body 

discharging public duty or positive obligation of public nature; 

and (viii) a person or a body under liability to discharge any 

function under any statute. (Federal Bank Ltd v. Sagar 

Thomas & Ors. (2003) 10 SCC 733, para 18). 

15. The Hon’ble Supreme Court articulated the following test for 

determining whether an organisation is a “State” or 

“Authority”:  

“The question in each case would be – whether in the light of 

the cumulative facts as established, the body is financially, 

functionally and administratively dominated by or under the 
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control of the Government. Such control must be particular to 

the body in question and must be pervasive. If this is found then 

the body is a State within Article 12. On the other hand, when 

the control is merely regulatory whether under statute or 

otherwise, it would not serve to make the body a state.” (See 

Pradeep Kumar Biswas v. Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, 

(2012) 5 SCC 111, para 40, emphasis added). 

16. Here, Facebook is not a “State” or “Authority” as defined by 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court. Further, Facebook is not funded 

by the Government, does not discharge any public duty on 

behalf of the Government, and is not under any legal duty to 

discharge any public duty on behalf of the Government. 

Facebook is a private entity that is neither “dominated” by nor 

“under the control” of the Government, and even more 

certainly not “pervasively” controlled by the Government.  

17. As Facebook is a private entity and not a “State” or 

“Authority”, Petitioner has improperly sought to invoke this 

Hon’ble Court’s writ jurisdiction under Article 226 of the 

Constitution. Therefore, the Petition ought to be dismissed in 

limine as against Facebook.   

II. THE PETITION RAISES TECHNICAL AND POLICY 

ORIENTED ISSUES THAT SHOULD BE ADDRESSED 

BY THE COMPETENT GOVERNMENT 

AUTHORITIES, AND THAT ORDINARILY ARE NOT 

AMENABLE TO JUDICIAL REVIEW 

18. Facebook respectfully submits that the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court has consistently refrained from interfering in policy 

matters such as the issues raised in the Petition as they should 

be addressed by the competent government authorities. In 

numerous decisions, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has reiterated 

that, consistent with the doctrine of the separation of powers, 
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Courts should ordinarily defer to competent authorities who 

possess requisite expertise to evaluate and adjudicate 

competing technical claims and policy issues. For example: 

(i) In K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India and Ors., (2017) 

10 SCC 1, para 328, the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

acknowledged the need for a data protection regime but 

did not pass any interim measures. Instead, the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court recommended that the Union 

Government take necessary steps to institute a data 

protection regime that reflects the balance between 

individual interests and legitimate state concerns. 

(ii) In Federation of Railway Officers Assn v. UOI, (2003) 

4 SCC 289, para 12, the Hon’ble Supreme Court upheld 

a Government notification pertaining to the formation of 

seven railway zones, holding that “on matters affecting 

policy and requiring technical expertise Court would 

leave the matter for decision of those who are qualified 

to address the issues.” (Emphasis added). 

(iii) In Madhu Kishwar v. State of Bihar, (1996) 5 SCC 125, 

para 5, the Hon’ble Supreme Court cautioned against 

judicial activism while considering whether certain 

provisions of the Chotanagpur Tenancy Act, 1908 

discriminate against women by providing for male 

succession of property, holding that: 

“[An] activist court is not fully equipped to cope with the 

details and intricacies of the legislative subject and can at 

best advise and focus attention on the State polity on the 

problem and shake it from its slumber, goading it to awaken, 

march and reach the goal. For in whatever measure be the 

concern of the court, it compulsively needs to apply, 
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somewhere and at sometime (sic), brakes to its self-motion, 

described in judicial parlance as self-restraint.” (Emphasis 

added). 

(iv) In Asif Hameed v. State of J & K, 1989 Supp. (2) SCC 

364, para 19, the Hon’ble Supreme Court set aside the 

orders of the High Court of Jammu & Kashmir finding 

that the selection process of students for a medical 

course in two government colleges was unlawful, 

finding that the High Court was interfering in issues best 

left to the State: 

“The Constitution does not permit the court to direct or 

advise the executive in matters of policy or to sermonize 

qua any matter which under the Constitution lies within the 

sphere of legislature or executive, provided these 

authorities do not transgress their constitutional limits or 

statutory powers.” (Emphasis added). 

19. Here, Petitioner alleges that there is regulatory disparity 

between TSPs/ISPs (such as Petitioner) and providers of OTT 

services (such as Facebook), and seeks to have this Hon’ble 

Court displace the role of the competent government 

authorities and have this Hon’ble Court, in effect, legislate that 

OTT services are henceforth subject to the telecom licensing 

regime. Additionally, the Petition seeks to override the 

doctrines of separation of powers and judicial deference 

despite raising technical and policy oriented issues. For 

example: 

(i) Whether the nature and range of services provided by 

TSPs and/or ISPs (like Petitioner) and OTT service 

providers (like Facebook) are technologically and 

qualitatively identical or comparable, such that it would 

be appropriate to subject these different types of OTT 
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services providers to the same statutory and regulatory 

treatment as TSPs/ISPs.  

(ii) Whether the VoIP services provided by Facebook, and 

in particular, the Messenger Service, are technologically 

and qualitatively analogous to the services provided by 

licensed TSPs and/or ISPs, such that Facebook should 

be subject to the same regulatory requirements as TSPs 

and/or ISPs. 

20. Facebook humbly submits that the allegations and relief 

sought in the Petition require judicial review of technical and 

policy issues that are best left to be examined and addressed 

by the competent administrative and regulatory authorities. In 

fact, TRAI, the regulator of India’s telecom sector, recently 

issued its findings and recommendation on the very relief 

sought by Petitioner after an extensive consultation process. 

Specifically, in TRAI’s Recommendations on Regulatory 

Framework for Over-The-Top (OTT) Communication 

Services dated September 14, 2020 (“OTT 

Recommendation”) submitted to DoT, TRAI clearly 

recommended against regulating “OTT service providers” 

under India’s telecom licensing regime and applicable 

regulations, at this time. The OTT Recommendation is 

available at 

https://trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Recommendation_14092

020.pdf, and has been annexed hereto and marked as 

ANNEXURE R3/1. TRAI’s conclusion in the OTT 

Recommendation, in  relevant part is as under:  
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“It is not an opportune moment to recommend a comprehensive 

regulatory framework for various aspects of services referred to as 

OTT services, beyond the extant laws and regulations prescribed 

presently.” (See p. 8, OTT Recommendation at p. 8,; emphasis 

added).  

21. The OTT Recommendation clearly demonstrates that the 

relevant authorities, the DoT and TRAI, which possess 

regulatory expertise, are already examining the issues raised 

by the Petition. Indeed, this process is ongoing, as the OTT 

Recommendation is before the DoT for framing of appropriate 

regulations for OTT providers, if and as necessary.  

22. For the above reasons, and in accordance with the above 

decisions of the Hon’ble Supreme Court, Petitioner’s request 

to have this Court interfere in this ongoing regulatory process 

by sector regulators would amount to a violation of (i) the 

doctrine of separation of powers, and (ii) the principle of 

judicial deference to the competent government authorities. 

Facebook respectfully submits that the Petition is 

misconceived, lacks any merit, and ought to be dismissed. 

III. THE PETITION ATTEMPTS TO RE-LITIGATE THE 

SAME ISSUES IT LITIGATED -- AND LOST -- 

AGAINST OTHER OTT SERVICES IN 2014 BEFORE 

TDSAT AND THE HON’BLE SUPREME COURT 

23. In 2014, Petitioner initiated proceedings against Respondent 

before TDSAT (cited in 2018 SCCOnline TDSAT 94) against 

imposition of license fees by Respondent. Petitioner compared 

itself with OTT services offered by Google, Viber, Yahoo, and 

Tango, and argued that no license fee should be imposed on 

Petitioner in order to maintain a level playing field with OTT 

services. 
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24. The following issues were framed in the case, among other 

issues: 

“a) Whether Over the Top (OTT) Services offered by Google, Viber, 

Yahoo and Tango are not services that are similar or in fact exactly 

in the nature of the services being provided by the Petitioner? 

b) Whether the said OTT Services provided have been subjected to 

any fee or is any revenue being generated from them that enures to 

the benefit of the Licensor (Respondent)? 

c) Whether the provisions of the OTT services have caused any 

losses to the Petitioner and/or the Respondent herein? 

d) Whether in view of the non-regulation of such OTT services the 

Respondent is entitled to claim License Fee from the Petitioner? 

[. . .] 

h) Whether the present petition is infructuous or not?” 

25. In its order dated May 30, 2018, TDSAT elucidated the 

distinct nature of OTT services as follows: 

“6. The petitioner provides internet services as well as Internet 

Telephony services. Internet Telephony is a service to process and 

carry voice signals offered through public Internet by the use of 

Personal Computers (PC) or IP based Customer Premises 

Equipment (CPE) connecting the following:— 

(a) PC to PC; Within or outside India 

(b) PC in India to Telephone outside India 

(c) IP based H. 323/SIP Terminals connected directly to ISP 

nodes to similar terminals; within or outside India. 

7. Internet Telephony is a different service in its scope nature and 

kind from real time voice services as offered by other licensed 

operators like BSO, CMSO, NLDO, ILDO. Accordingly, a certain 

regulatory framework has evolved over a period of time. 

In parallel, with the advent of technology and innovations, number 

of OTT services have emerged that occupy important place in 

digital space. The term over-the-top (OTT) refers to applications 

and services which are accessible over the internet and ride on 

operators networks offering internet access services e.g. social 

networks, search engines, amateur video aggregation sites etc. OTT 

service providers neither operate a network nor lease network 

capacity for service provision. They simply use a licensed network 
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and they themselves are not regulated. Scope of OTT services is 

pretty wide but some of them do provide services that are similar to 

the telecommunication services provided by the licensed telecom 

service providers, only difference being that such OTT services are 

provided to the users as applications carried over the internet using 

the network infrastructure of licensed TSP. Impact of these OTT 

services on the licensed operators has been both ways; on one hand 

usage of network has gone up, on the other hand many services 

provided by licensed operator have been substituted by OTT 

players. OTT players also deny that any issue of discrimination is 

involved that requires hard regulations. They rely on innovation 

and consumer interest as reasons to justify that they be not 

subjected to hard regulations.”  

 

26. TDSAT acknowledged the complex and multiple policy issues 

involved in determining the regulation of OTTs, and stated 

that policy formulation is the privilege and domain of the state 

or the licensor and the regulator. It also stated that Petitioner 

can espouse its viewpoint before the licensor or the regulator, 

and litigation cannot be a tool or substitute for such an 

exercise: 

“Apparently, there are complex and multiple policy issues involved 

in determining whether to regulate, what to regulate and how to 

regulate such OTT services. The policy formulation and 

development of appropriate regulatory framework to support the 

policy is the privilege and domain of the state or the licensor and 

the regulator. Litigation cannot be a tool or substitute for such an 

exercise. We are given to understand that both licensor and 

regulator have undertaken such an exercise in respect of OTT 

services and the petitioner if so advised may espouse its viewpoint 

there. What petitioner wants is to negate one regulatory framework 

(to which he is a party by agreement) because another regulatory 

framework or policy is not in place. This will actually amount to re-

writing existing regulation and or pre-empting the exercise of 

developing new regulatory framework. We are not persuaded to 

tread such a path. Accordingly issues (i) to (iv) are disposed of with 

the comment that they require no intervention from this tribunal.” 

 

27. TDSAT disposed of the petition. In Petitioner’s appeal, the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court refused to interfere with the decision 
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and dismissed the appeal. By way of the present writ petition, 

Petitioner is attempting to (a) circumvent the ruling of TDSAT 

and the Hon’ble Supreme Court, and (b) improperly invoke 

writ jurisdiction of this Hon’ble Court to re-litigate the same 

issues under the pretext of proceeding against another OTT 

service provider, i.e., Facebook. The Petitioner ought not to be 

permitted to abuse the process of this Hon’ble Court and the 

law. 

IV. THE PETITION OUGHT TO  BE DISMISSED FOR 

PETITIONER’S FAILURE TO EXHAUST ITS 

ALTERNATIVE EFFICACIOUS REMEDY OF 

APPROACHING THE CONCERNED REGULATORY 

AUTHORITIES 

28. Facebook respectfully submits that it is a settled ‘rule of 

prudence’ under Indian law that High Courts should refrain 

from exercising their extraordinary power under Article 226 

of the Constitution where an alternative efficacious remedy is 

available to the petitioner. Indeed, the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

has reiterated this rule on multiple occasions, including the 

following: 

(i) Union of India v. T.R. Varma, AIR 1957 SC 882, at 

paragraph 6, wherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court held 

that: 

“...It is well-settled that when an alternative and equally 

efficacious remedy is open to a litigant, he should be 

required to pursue that remedy and not invoke the special 

jurisdiction of the High Court to issue a prerogative writ. 

It is true that the existence of another remedy does not 

affect the jurisdiction of the Court to issue a writ; but, as 

observed by this Court in Rashid Ahmed v. Municipal 

Board, Kairana [(1950) SCR 566] “the existence of an 
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adequate legal remedy is a thing to be taken into 

consideration in the matter of granting writs”. Vide also 

K.S. Rashid and Son v. Income Tax Investigation 

Commission [(1954) SCR 738, 747]. And where such 

remedy exists, it will be a sound exercise of discretion to 

refuse to interfere in a petition under Article 226, unless 

there are good grounds therefor…” (Emphasis added; see 

also K.K. Shrivastava v. Bhupendra Kumar Jain, (1977) 2 

SCC 494, at para 3). 

 

(ii) Balkrishna Ram v. Union of India, (2020) 2 SCC 442, at 

paragraph 14, wherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court, 

relying on its earlier ruling in the T.R. Varma case (cited 

above), ruled that: 

“It would be pertinent to add that the principle that the 

High Court should not exercise its extraordinary writ 

jurisdiction when an efficacious alternative remedy is 

available, is a rule of prudence and not a rule of law. The 

writ courts normally refrain from exercising their 

extraordinary power if the petitioner has an alternative 

efficacious remedy. The existence of such remedy however 

does not mean that the jurisdiction of the High Court is 

ousted. At the same time, it is a well settled principle that 

such jurisdiction should not be exercised when there is an 

alternative remedy available [Union of India v. T.R. 

Varma, AIR 1957 SC 882]. The rule of alternative remedy 

is a rule of discretion and not a rule of jurisdiction. Merely 

because the Court may not exercise its discretion, is not a 

ground to hold that it has no jurisdiction…” (Emphasis 

added). 

 

29. Facebook further submits that the principle delineated above 

applies with greater rigour to cases where litigants, despite 

having recourse to regulatory or statutory remedies, seek to 

improperly invoke writ jurisdiction of High Courts under 

Article 226 of the Constitution. Specifically, the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in CCE v. Dunlop India Ltd., (1985) 1 SCC 

260, at paragraph 3, ruled that: 

“....it was not for the High Court to exercise its extraordinary 

jurisdiction under Article 226 of the Constitution ignoring as it 
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were, the complete statutory machinery. That it has become 

necessary, even now, for us to repeat this admonition is indeed a 

matter of tragic concern to us. Article 226 is not meant to short-

circuit or circumvent statutory procedures. It is only where 

statutory remedies are entirely ill-suited to meet the demands of 

extraordinary situations, as for instance where the very vires of the 

statute is in question or where private or public wrongs are so 

inextricably mixed up and the prevention of public injury and the 

vindication of public justice require it that recourse may be had to 

Article 226 of the Constitution.” (Emphasis added). 

(See also Punjab National Bank v. O.C. Krishnan, (2001) 6 SCC 

569, at para 5 [“The High Court ought not to have exercised its 

jurisdiction under Article 227 in view of the provision for 

alternative remedy contained in the Act”]; Titaghur Paper Mills Co. 

Ltd. v. State of Orissa, (1983) 2 SCC 433, at para 6).  

 

30. As elaborated above, the technical and policy-driven issues 

raised by the Petitioner are already being addressed by the 

concerned regulatory authorities, namely TRAI and the DoT, 

through a consultative process which factors the concerns of 

stakeholders. Petitioner improperly seeks this Hon’ble Court’s 

intervention while the deliberation process is ongoing with the 

concerned regulatory authorities. Indeed, approaching 

relevant regulatory authorities would be an appropriate and 

efficacious remedy for Petitioner since TRAI and DoT possess 

the necessary technical expertise to address Petitioner’s 

alleged regulatory concerns.  

31. This is an especially compelling circumstance for enforcing 

this settled ‘rule of prudence’ because Petitioner has 

selectively targeted only two services (Facebook Services and 

services offered by Respondent No. 4, WhatsApp LLC), 

despite the proliferation of numerous well-known mobile 

applications that provide internet-based voice calling services 

in India (such as Skype, Viber, Google Duo, VoIP, Line, etc.). 

(See TRAI’s 2015 OTT Paper, at para 4, page 2, identifying 
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numerous other applications). Petitioner has thus sought to 

replace the comprehensive regulatory process, which provides 

access to all relevant stakeholders, with this unduly restricted 

judicial proceeding, rendering Petitioner’s request for judicial 

intervention particularly inappropriate and improperly 

targeted. 

32. As noted by TDSAT (in the case cited in 2018 SCCOnline SC 

94 and referred to in Section III above), “the policy 

formulation and development of appropriate regulatory 

framework to support the policy for OTT services is the 

privilege and domain of the state or the licensor and the 

regulator. Litigation cannot be a tool or substitute for such an 

exercise. We are given to understand that both licensor and 

regulator have undertaken such an exercise in respect of OTT 

services and the petitioner if so advised may espouse its 

viewpoint there.” 

33. Here, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that it has satisfied 

the above requirement of making a clear demand to relevant 

regulatory authorities and having that demand rejected before 

filing this Petition. As Petitioner has made no attempt to seek 

relief from appropriate government authorities prior to filing 

the Petition, Facebook respectfully submits that this is a fit 

case for this Hon’ble Court to refrain from exercising its 

jurisdiction under Article 226 of the Constitution, and dismiss 

the Petition.   
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V. INTERMEDIARIES PROVIDING OTT SERVICES 

(LIKE FACEBOOK) ARE SUFFICIENTLY 

GOVERNED BY THE IT ACT  

As an intermediary, Facebook is already subject to 

provisions for the interception of information under the IT 

Act  

34. The Facebook Services, including the internet-based 

communication services offered by the Messenger Service, are 

governed by the IT Act and the rules framed thereunder, which 

include measures for interception of information by 

government agencies. As such, Petitioner’s claim that internet-

based communication services offered by Facebook pose a 

risk to national security because they are not regulated and not 

subject to “lawful intercepts” is entirely misconceived and 

baseless.  

35. Specifically, Section 69 of the IT Act read with the 

Interception Rules empowers the Central Government, State 

Governments, or any authorised officers to issue a written 

order (“Interception Order”) to any appropriate government 

agency to (i) intercept, monitor, or decrypt any information 

generated, transmitted, received, or stored in any computer 

resource; or (ii) cause to be intercepted, monitored, or 

decrypted any information generated, transmitted, received, or 

stored in any computer resource. Under Section 69, an 

Interception Order may be issued if the interception is required 

“in the interest of the sovereignty or integrity of India, defence 

of India, security of the State, friendly relations with foreign 

States or public order or for preventing incitement to the 
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commission of any cognizable offence relating to above or for 

investigation of any offence.” 

36. Upon the receipt of a valid Interception Order under Section 

69 and the Interception Rules, an authorised government 

agency may issue a request to intermediaries (such as 

Facebook) directing them to extend all facilities and technical 

assistance to: 

(i) provide access to or secure access to the computer 

resource generating transmitting, receiving, or storing 

the requested information;  

(ii) intercept, monitor, or decrypt the requested information, 

as the case may be; and/or 

(iii) provide the requested information. 

37. Thus, contrary to Petitioner’s unfounded claim, Section 69 and 

the Interception Rules authorize the Central Government and 

State Governments to issue appropriate directions to 

intermediaries (such as Facebook) for the disclosure of 

information in the interest of national security. This authority 

is frequently exercised, and Facebook complies with such 

directions in accordance with applicable law and its policies.  

38. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Shreya Singhal v Union of 

India, (2015) 5 SCC 1 held that Facebook is an intermediary 

under the IT Act (at Para 122).  The IT Act and the Interception 

Rules provide for the regulation of intermediaries that provide 

internet-based OTT communication services (such as 

Facebook), including for the interception of information. 
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Petitioner’s claim that there are no laws regulating Facebook’s 

operations in India, including as respects the interception of 

information, and that Facebook’s operations therefore pose a 

threat to national security, is entirely misconceived and should 

be rejected. 

Facebook does not provide the services of an ISP which are 

licensed activities under the telecom regime  

39. In view of the robust mechanism for regulating intermediaries, 

described above, Petitioner’s plea to regulate the Facebook 

Services under the Indian telecom licensing regime is wholly 

unnecessary and without merit. Indeed, this plea ignores the 

Indian telecom laws, which are clear in excluding internet-

based communication services such as Facebook’s Messenger 

Service, from their ambit. 

40. The UL Agreement under the Telegraph Act allows TSPs/ISPs 

to provide internet access services. Facebook through its 

Messenger Service does not provide any services in India that 

are licensed under the UL Agreement. Rather, the Facebook 

Services, including the Messenger Service, are accessed by 

users through their personal devices using internet services 

provided by licensed third-party TSPs and/or ISPs.  

41. A licensed TSP/ISP provides access to the internet. The 

Facebook Services are OTT services, i.e., applications or 

software which are accessed and used by Facebook’s users 

through internet services provided by licensed third-party 

TSPs and/or ISPs. While a TSP/ISP such as Petitioner is an 
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access provider, Facebook in providing the Facebook Services 

is a mere application provider. 

42. It would be an anomaly to consider an OTT service provider 

at par with Petitioner under the UL Agreement, when neither 

TRAI nor the Government are treating them to be so. In any 

event, the relevant regulatory authorities are seized of the issue 

and the consultation process is ongoing. 

43. Further, TRAI has deliberated on the question of whether there 

should be any regulatory framework established for OTT 

services and recommended to the DoT on September 14, 2020 

that beyond the extant laws and regulations prescribed 

presently, it is not an opportune moment to recommend a 

comprehensive regulatory framework for OTT services. 

The DoT has, in turn, not established any regulatory 

framework that applies to OTT services. These 

recommendations are available at 

https://trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Recommendation_14092

020_0.pdf. Indeed, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has held that 

“the recommendations given by TRAI are not binding but 

deserve to be given due weightage.” (See Reliance Telecom 

Ltd. v. Union of India, (2017) 4 SCC 269 at Para 33).  

44. In sum, Facebook clearly does not provide any services that 

are subject to the UL Agreement, unlike a TSP/ISP such as 

Petitioner.  

Facebook does not operate telecommunications networks 

or infrastructure in order to provide the Facebook 

Services to users in India  
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45. Entities that operate certain networks and infrastructure for the 

purpose of providing telecommunication services are required 

to enter into the UL Agreement with the Central Government. 

Importantly, a license under the UL Agreement is required for 

telecommunication services that are provided through a 

licensee’s own network. This is evidenced by the following: 

(i) TRAI’s Recommendation on Unified Licensing 

(pursuant to which the present licensing regime was 

introduced) specifically states that a unified license 

should be introduced for “all Public networks including 

switched networks irrespective of media and technology 

capable of offering voice and/or non-voice (data 

services) including Internet Telephony, Cable 

Television (TV), Direct To Home (DTH), TV & Radio 

Broadcasting shall be covered under this category. 

Unified License implies that a customer can get all types 

of telecom services, from a Unified License Operator.” 

(See Recommendation on Unified Licensing, Executive 

Summary, available at: 

https://trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/recom13jan05.pdf; 

emphasis added). 

(ii) The UL Agreement defines the term “service” as 

“collection, carriage, transmission and delivery of 

messages over Licensee’s network in Service Area as 

per authorization under this License.” (See Clause 

2.1(a)(i), p. 156, UL Agreement, available at: 

https://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/Unified%20Licenc

e_0.pdf; emphasis added). 
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(iii) The UL Agreement further explains that the 

authorization granted thereunder “covers collection, 

carriage, transmission and delivery of voice and/or non-

voice MESSAGES over Licensee’s network in the 

designated Service Area.” (See Clause 2.1(a)(i), p. 45, 

UL Agreement, available at: 

https://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/Unified%20Licenc

e_0.pdf; emphasis added). 

46. Facebook does not provide “internet services” as 

contemplated in the UL Agreement, as Facebook does not 

operate its own telecommunications networks or infrastructure 

in order to provide the Facebook Services to users in India. To 

access and use the Facebook Services (including the 

Messenger Service), Facebook’s users in India use internet 

services provided by licensed TSPs and/or ISPs through their 

networks and infrastructure.  

47. In light of the above, the Facebook Services, including the 

internet-based communication services offered by Facebook’s 

Messenger Service, are not “internet services” subject to the 

UL Agreement. 

48. For these reasons, Petitioner’s request to subject Facebook to 

regulation under the telecom licensing regime, or to penalties 

for alleged non-compliance with such licensing requirements, 

should be denied. 
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VI. FACEBOOK HAS NOT CAUSED ANY LOSS TO THE 

NATIONAL EXCHEQUER  

49. Petitioner’s argument that Facebook has caused a “loss” to the 

national exchequer because it provides internet-based 

communication services (such as the VoIP Services provided 

through the Messenger Service) without a telecommunications 

license is entirely misconceived. Facebook has not caused a 

loss to the national exchequer, as the exchequer cannot lose 

something it was not entitled to in the first place. 

50. Petitioner’s argument is also entirely speculative, as Petitioner 

has failed to demonstrate any alleged loss to the national 

exchequer. On the contrary, OTT services such as the 

Facebook Services have led to an increase in demand for data 

consumption in India, and have therefore increased revenues 

for TSPs and, consequently, the national exchequer. Indeed, 

TRAI acknowledged this fact when it noted that the “growth 

in OTT services and the consequent increase in data traffic is 

also growth for TSP’s business[,]” and that the “increase in 

OTT services has fuelled an increase in data consumption, 

leading to more revenue from use of data.” (See para 3.3, p. 

11, Consultation Paper on Regulatory Framework for Over-

The-Top (OTT) communication Services dated November 12, 

2018, available at: 

https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/CPOTT12112018_

0.pdf), a copy of which is annexed hereto and marked as 

ANNEXURE R3/2. 
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51. Thus, Petitioner’s speculative argument not only lacks any 

evidentiary support whatsoever, but it is directly contradicted 

by the competent authority’s express findings on the issue.  

VII. PETITIONER HAS FAILED TO DEMONSTRATE ANY 

VIOLATION OF ITS ALLEGED RIGHTS UNDER THE 

CONSTITUTION  

52. Without prejudice to the above, Facebook humbly submits that 

the Petition should be rejected because Petitioner has failed to 

establish any violation of its rights under Articles 19(1)(g) and 

14 of the Constitution of India. 

Petitioner has failed to establish any violation of its rights 

under Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution 

53. Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution grants all Indian citizens 

the right to practise any profession, or to carry on any 

occupation, trade or business. Petitioner claims that its right 

under Article 19(1)(g) has been violated because the entry of 

unlicensed OTT service providers such as Facebook has 

stifled competition and caused Petitioner to “los[e] out on its 

business.”  

54. At the outset, Facebook submits that Petitioner — a private 

limited company — is not entitled to invoke Article 19(1)(g), 

which is only available to Indian citizens, i.e., natural persons, 

and not juristic entities such as Petitioner.  

55. In any event, even assuming Petitioner is entitled to claim 

protection under Article 19(1)(g), Petitioner has not made any 

showing that its right to carry on its business has been 

infringed, i.e., that the extant Indian telecom licensing regime 
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as it applies to Petitioner has infringed its right. For example, 

Petitioner has not challenged the validity of Section 4 of the 

Telegraph Act (i.e., the provision under which it is required to 

obtain a license) or any specific condition in the license 

granted to Petitioner on the basis that it interferes with 

Petitioner’s right under Article 19(1)(g). Even assuming that 

the Petitioner’s right under Article 19(1)(g) is restricted, it has 

also not demonstrated why such restriction is not a reasonable 

one in terms of Article 19(2). In the absence of any challenge 

to the regulatory regime under which Petitioner operates, and 

without any clear articulation of the alleged harm suffered by 

Petitioner, Petitioner has failed to make out any claim that the 

current telecom licensing regime infringes upon its ability to 

carry on its business. 

56. Further, instead of seeking relief that would rectify the alleged 

infringement of Petitioner’s right under Article 19(1)(g), 

Petitioner seeks to restrict the rights of other businesses such 

as Facebook by imposing on them a clearly inapposite and 

inapplicable licensing regime.  

57. In sum, Petitioner does not enjoy any protection under Article 

19(1)(g) of the Constitution, and in any event, has failed to 

demonstrate any violation of its alleged right under this 

Article.   

Petitioner has failed to establish any violation of its rights 

under Article 14 of the Constitution 

58. Article 14 of the Constitution provides that “[t]he State shall 

not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal 

protection of the laws within the territory of India.” Petitioner 
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claims that its right under Article 14 of the Constitution has 

been violated because Petitioner is being treated differently 

from Facebook. Specifically, Petitioner (an ISP) alleges that it 

is required to obtain a license from DoT whereas Facebook (an 

OTT service provider) is not. Petitioner’s claim fails, however, 

because Petitioner and Facebook are not equals before the law. 

They provide technologically and qualitatively different 

services, and therefore are rightfully subject to different 

regulatory regimes. In fact, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has 

emphasised that under Article 14, it is not improper to treat 

unequals unequally, especially when based on their 

unequalness. Such differential treatment is not discriminatory; 

to the contrary, it is consistent with and permitted by Article 

14. (See State of Punjab v. Davinder Singh, (2020) 8 SCC 1). 

59. TRAI, in its recommendations to the DoT dated September 14, 

2020, considered the question of substitutability of services 

provided by an ISP and those provided by an OTT service 

provider and acknowledged that: 

“…stakeholders highlighted that OTTs and TSPs operate in 

different layers, and OTTs are not substitutable but dependent on 

TSPs for network access. TSPs have exclusive rights like spectrum, 

interconnect with PSTN, network infrastructure, and obtain 

numbering resources.” (Emphasis added). 

60. It is well-settled that Article 14 contemplates equality among 

equals, i.e., similarly placed entities. As a corollary, Article 14 

permits legislation that applies only to a particular class as 

long as the classification is based on an “intelligible 

differentia” and has a rational nexus with the objective of the 

legislation. In Dharam Dutt v. Union of India, (2004) 1 SCC 

712, para 56, the Hon’ble Supreme Court noted: 
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“Article 14 of the Constitution prohibits class legislation and not 

reasonable classification for the purpose of legislation. The 

requirements of the validity of legislation by reference to Article 14 

of the Constitution are: that the subject-matter of legislation should 

be a well-defined class founded on an intelligible differentia which 

distinguishes that subject-matter from the others left out, and such 

differentia must have a rational relation with the object sought to 

be achieved by the legislation. The laying down of intelligible 

differentia does not, however, mean that the legislative 

classification should be scientifically perfect or logically 

complete.” (Emphasis added). 

61. Petitioner is an ISP that (i) provides internet access services 

including internet telephony services; and/or (ii) operates or 

provides its own telecommunications networks and 

infrastructure to provide telecommunications services.  

Facebook, on the other hand, is a provider of OTT services and 

does not provide “internet services” within the Indian territory 

within the meaning of the UL Agreement, as it does not 

operate its own telecommunications networks or infrastructure 

in order to provide the Facebook Services to users in India. 

Rather, the Facebook Services are OTT services that are 

accessed by users through the internet data services or internet 

telephony provided by TSPs and ISPs.  

62. The distinct feature of OTTs has also been explained by 

TDSAT in the case filed by Petitioner against Respondent 

(cited in 2018 SCCOnline TDSAT 94 and referred to in 

Section III above). The Hon’ble Supreme Court found no 

reason to interfere with TDSAT’s decision. 

63. Accordingly, there is a clear “intelligible differentia” between 

Petitioner and Facebook, and regulating Petitioner and 

Facebook under different regulatory regimes (the Telegraph 

Act/UL Agreement and the IT Act, respectively) does not 
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violate, and is in fact permitted by, Article 14 of the 

Constitution.  

64. Further, to the extent TSPs and ISPs provide internet 

telephony, the UL Agreement makes clear that TSPs and ISPs 

are also subject to the IT Act and its rules:  

“The License shall be governed by the provision of Indian 

Telegraph Act, 1885, Indian Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1933 and 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997 and Information 

Technology Act, 2000, as modified or replaced from time to time or 

any other relevant Act.”  (See Clause 6, p. 3, UL Agreement, 

available at: 

https://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/Unified%20Licence_0.pdf; 

emphasis added). 

“16.3 The statutory provisions and the rules made under Indian 

Telegraph Act 1885 or Indian Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1933 or 

Information Technology Act, 2000 or TRAI Act 1997 and the rules 

and regulations there under shall govern the provision of service 

under this license agreement. Any order passed under these statutes 

shall be binding on the licensee.” (See Clause 16.3, p. 17, UL 

Agreement, available at: 

https://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/Unified%20Licence_0.pdf). 

65. Facebook, being an OTT service provider, is subject to the IT 

Act and its rules regardless of having entered into the UL 

Agreement. Therefore, when Facebook and Petitioner provide 

services that use the internet, both Facebook and Petitioner are 

governed by the same regulatory framework, i.e., the IT Act 

and its rules. Since Petitioner, and not Facebook, provides 

services of an ISP which are licensed activities under the UL 

Agreement and provides telecommunications services over its 

own network, Petitioner, and not Facebook, is governed by the 

Telegraph Act and the UL Agreement. There is equality 

among equals, and Petitioner has failed to establish any 

violation of its right under Article 14 of the Constitution.   
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In view of the above submissions, Facebook most humbly 

prays that this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to take 

this Affidavit on record, dismiss the Petition with respect 

to Facebook, and pass such further or other orders as it may 

deem fit in the interest of justice. 

SOLEMNLY AFFIRMED AT 9952 WINKLE CIRCLE, 

ELK GROVE, CALIFORNIA 95757, U.S.A., ON THIS 5TH 

DAY OF AUGUST 2021. 

�j)w-al{ 
DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION 

I, the Deponent above named do hereby verify that the 

contents of the aforesaid Affidavit are true and correct to the 

best of my knowledge and information based on the records, 

no part of the Affidavit is false, and nothing material has 

been concealed therefrom. 

Verified by me at 9952 Winkle Circle, Elk Grove, 

California 95757, U.S.A., on this 5th day of August 2021. 

�])wa/;/ 

DEPONENT 
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     CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The Department of Telecommunications (DoT), vide a reference letter dated 

3rd March 2016, sought the recommendations of the Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India (the Authority) on Net Neutrality and other related aspects 

such as economic, security and privacy issues, and regulatory framework 

for OTT services similar to services provided by Telecom Service Providers 

(TSPs), etc. (refer to Annexure I). Considering the complexity of the issues, 

referred to in DoT’s letter, and other interrelated issues, the Authority chose 

to deal with specific issues through distinct consultation processes. The 

Authority has already issued the following recommendations and 

regulations pertaining to issues referred to in DoT’s reference letter dated 

3rd March, 2016: 

Date Recommendations and Regulations  

8th Feb 2016 The Prohibition of Discriminatory Tariffs for Data 

Services Regulations, 2016.  

24th Oct 2017 The recommendations on “Regulatory framework for 

Internet Telephony” sent to DoT. 

28th Nov 2017 The recommendations on “Net Neutrality” sent to DoT. 

16th July 2018 The recommendations on Privacy, Security and 

Ownership of Data in the Telecom Sector sent to DoT. 

 

1.2 Consultation Process and Responses of the Stakeholders  

On 12th November 2018, TRAI issued a consultation paper on the residual 

issue, i.e., Regulatory Framework for Over-the-top (OTT) communication 
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services, and raised various issues for comments and counter-comments 

from stakeholders.  Last date for submission of the comments was 7th 

January 2019, and for the submission of counter-comments was 21st 

January 2019.  Total 89 comments and 12 counter-comments were received 

from the stakeholders. Subsequently, two Open House Discussions (OHDs) 

were held, one on 24th April 2019 at Bangalore and the other on 20th May 

2019 at Delhi, where stakeholders participated and deliberated on the 

issues. Various representatives of stakeholders such as Telecom and 

Internet Service Providers, Broadcasters, Internet Application Providers’ 

associations, Consumers responded to issues raised in the consultation 

paper. Detailed comments and counter-comments submitted by 

stakeholders are available on TRAI’s website: www.trai.gov.in. Key 

responses received from the stakeholders on the issues raised in the 

consultation paper are as below: 

i. Substitutability Primary criterion for comparison of regulatory or 

licensing norms and lists of such services: Some stakeholders 

suggested lists of services based on “functional substitutability” such as 

Voice telephony (VoIP), messages (SMS), Video calls, and Instant 

messaging service. According to them, functional substitutability may be 

the primary criterion for comparison of regulatory or licensing norms. 

However, other stakeholders highlighted that OTTs and TSPs operate in 

different layers, and OTTs are not substitutable but dependent on TSPs 

for network access. TSPs have exclusive rights like spectrum, 

interconnect with PSTN, network infrastructure, and obtain numbering 

resources.  

ii. Issue of non-level playing field between OTT providers and TSPs, 

impact on infusion of investments in the telecom networks and 

regulatory approach for OTT communication service providers: 

Some stakeholders agree that the issue of non-level playing field exists,  

and they proposed that OTT regulatory regime should mandate 

compliance to requirements such as various regulatory requirements. 

While some stakeholders commented that no such issue exists as OTT 
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operates in an extremely competitive market, OTT providers do not 

control infrastructure, and TSPs can directly use spectrum. Most of the 

stakeholders proposed that reducing the legacy regulatory barriers on 

TSPs, especially license fees, spectrum usage charges, other levies, and 

taxes, may improve the business case for TSPs. Some stakeholders 

suggested that regulatory or licensing imbalance is impacting infusion of 

investments. Some stakeholders suggested that OTT service providers 

may participate in infusing investment in the telecom networks by 

working out commercial arrangements with TSPs and allowing TSPs to 

offer OTT packs to consumers. However, some stakeholders commented 

that licensing imbalance is not impacting any infusion of investments, 

and OTT providers have increased the investment of TSPs by building 

physical facilities such as data centres, fibre networks, servers, and 

routers. TSPs charge customers a regular direct subscription fee, and 

OTT works on zero pricing. TSPs benefited due to increased data usage 

by consumers with the use of OTT services.  

iii. Issues related to Interoperability, lawful interception of OTT 

communication and accessibility of emergency services: Majority of 

the stakeholders highlighted that interoperability may not be mandated 

among OTTs and should be left for market forces. Regarding interception 

of OTT communication services, some stakeholders commented in favour 

and submitted that OTT service providers collect and store personal 

information of the end users in their data servers located abroad, in turn 

leading to issues and dangers relating to data protection and national 

security. They have argued that it becomes difficult to retrieve the data 

due to jurisdictional issues. While some stakeholders suggested that the 

issue related to interception of OTT service providers whose data reside 

outside India may be resolved via the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of 

Data (“CLOUD”) Act1 of USA and the Budapest Convention2 arguing that 

these are effective solutions for cross-border data transfers. Other 

 
1 https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1153446/download 
2 https://www.coe.int/en/web/cybercrime/the-budapest-convention 
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stakeholders proposed that data should be accessible in India-based 

servers. A few stakeholders mentioned that The Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973, (CrPC)3, and The Information Technology Act 20004 

have sufficient rules that apply to OTT providers and other 

intermediaries. With regards to emergency services, some stakeholders 

representing consumers, and media services, agreed with the 

requirement of provisions for emergency services to be made accessible 

via OTT platforms. While most of the stakeholders opposed any measure 

for provisioning of emergency services. 

  

 
3 http://legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/A1974-02.pdf 
4
 https://www.meity.gov.in/content/information-technology-act-2000 
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     CHAPTER 2 

APPROACHES ADOPTED IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS  

2.1 Different approaches are being adopted in other jurisdictions for regulating 

OTT service providers like services provided by TSPs. Various countries have 

attempted to take measures regarding this issue. Jurisdictions like the 

European Union (EU) and Australia have enacted laws for electronic 

services, but they are still in the nascent stage of implementation. EU 

Directive on “European Electronic Communications Code5” was released on 

11th December 2018, and the last date for adoption of new code by member 

states is 20th December 2020. “Telecommunication and Other Legislation 

Amendment (Assistance and Access) Act 2018”6 enacted by Australia in 

December 2018, covers carriage service providers as well as the providers 

who provide an electronic service that has one or more end users in 

Australia, but it is under review7. Indonesia8 has drafted some regulatory 

provisions but the final status of these is pending or in the proposal state. 

Few countries have specific laws and policies for regulating VoIP services, 

like the United States of America9 and Qatar10. Some other countries like 

Russia11, China12,13, United Arab Emirates14, and Iran15 are using restrictive 

approaches by banning the OTT services using other national laws or court 

orders. Brazil16 has not enacted any regulatory framework but is debating 

whether OTT services should be regulated. It is found that various countries 

such as Argentina, Chile, Israel, South Korea, South Africa, Kenya, Ghana, 

 
5 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.L_.2018.321.01.0036.01.ENG 
6 https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2018A00148 
7
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Intelligence_and_Security/AmendmentsTO

LAAct2018 
8
 https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=44d84bcc-652d-4a5a-a3e3-

4778fae2e383#:~:text=The%20Draft%20Regulation%20requires%20an,4%2F%202017.&text=Under%20the%20Dr
aft%20Regulation%2C%20both,providing%20their%20services%20in%20Indonesia. 
9
https://www.fcc.gov/public-safety-and-homeland-security/policy-and-licensing-

division/general/communications-assistance 
10

http://www.motc.gov.qa/en/news-events/news/qatar-voice-over-internet-protocal-voip-policy 
11 https://globalfreedomofexpression.columbia.edu/cases/roskomnadzor-v-telegram/ 
12 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/25/business/china-whatsapp-blocked.html 
13 http://eng.mod.gov.cn/publications/2017-03/03/content_4774229.htm 
14 https://www.thenational.ae/uae/government/no-change-in-voip-policy-says-uae-telecoms-regulator-1.692178 
15 In 2014, Iran Judiciary ordered the blocking of Viber, Tango, WhatsApp etc. https://www.ncr-

iran.org/en/news/iran-viber-tango-and-whatsapp-to-be-blocked/ 
16 https://medium.com/privacy-international/the-battle-for-encryption-in-brazil-fd69c9cc6553 
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Thailand, Sri Lanka, Japan have not adopted any formal regulatory 

approach for OTT services. Countries such as South Korea, Japan, China, 

have provided apps such as KakaoTalk17, Line18, WeChat,19 respectively, as 

an alternative to foreign OTT services. Some countries like Singapore20, 

Malaysia21 have made regulatory licensing provisions for OTT Media 

services, which is outside the scope of this consultation process.  

2.2 In May 2019, ITU-T vide its recommendation D.262 on ‘Collaborative 

framework for OTTs’ has recommended to Member states for taking certain 

initiatives which inter-alia include developing enabling policies and/or 

regulatory frameworks to foster fair competition between network operators 

and providers of OTTs22. Many member states and Sector Members have 

submitted contributions to propose ITU Studies on various aspects of OTTs. 

Regarding cooperation between OTT providers and telecom operators, 

various discussions are going on in the ITU forum.  

2.3 Recently, a meeting was also held in Study Group 3 of ITU-T23 (24th August–

28th August 2020), wherein, it was agreed upon by the ITU Members that 

further study on the subject before a normative standard or guidelines or 

Technical Report could be issued by ITU on various aspects of OTTs. 

2.4 In view of the already issued recommendations and regulations mentioned 

in para 1 above, and based on inputs received during the consultation 

process on the issues, and subsequently studying practices in other 

jurisdictions, Authority is of view that:   

i. Economic aspects: Over the last few years, telecom has witnessed 

 
17

https://www.statista.com/statistics/284473/south-korea-social-network-

penetration/#:~:text=KakaoTalk%2C%20often%20referred%20to%20as,the%20first%20quarter%20of%202020. 
18 https://www.statista.com/topics/1999/line/ 
19 https://www.businessofapps.com/data/wechat-statistics/ 
20 https://www.imda.gov.sg/regulations-and-licensing-listing/Over-the-top-TV-Niche-Licence 
21 https://www.mcmc.gov.my/en/sectors/telco/licensing 
22 https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-D.262-201905-I 
23 ITU-T Study Group 3 provides a global forum to improve the understanding of the financial and economic aspects 

associated with the growth of ICT, particularly with respect to the shift to IP-based and NGN/Future Networks and 
the exponential rise in mobile wireless communications. In November 2016, Study Group 3 was entrusted by the 
World Telecommunications Standardization Assembly (WTSA-16) with the study of 11 questions, including a new 

question on the economic and policy aspects of big data and digital identity in international telecommunications’ 
services and networks. Study Group 3 is also working on the economic impact of OTTs. 
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exponential growth in data traffic and service providers have launched 

tariff plans with unlimited voice usage as a part of data plans. It shows 

that with the increase in the usage of OTT, traffic of telecom services 

providers has also grown. Various studies on appropriate business 

models are already under consideration in various jurisdictions and it is 

emerging. Therefore, any regulatory prescription in haste may leave 

adverse impact on industry as a whole. Accordingly, Authority is of the 

opinion that market forces may be allowed to respond to the situation 

without prescribing any regulatory intervention. However, developments 

shall be monitored and intervention as felt necessary shall be done at 

appropriate time. In view of the above, the Authority recommends that 

Market forces may be allowed to respond to the situation without 

prescribing any regulatory intervention. However, developments 

shall be monitored and intervention as felt necessary shall be done 

at appropriate time. 

ii. Security and privacy issues: Various issues related to security and 

privacy were raised during the consultation process. After studying the 

issues, it has been observed that architecture of OTT communication 

services is evolving to protect the end users and encryption technology 

deployed in a manner which prevents intermediaries from getting the 

communication in a clear text or in an intelligible form. Imposition of any 

requirements to cater to get the details of communication in an 

intelligible form or clear text would either lead to change in the entire 

architecture of such OTT services which might not provide same level of 

protection as offered today or would require to introduce provisions 

which may make the agents involved in the communication vulnerable 

to unlawful actors. Authority noted that this matter is under examination 

of various international jurisdictions and no satisfactory solution has 

emerged as yet. As such, the Authority is of the view that no regulatory 

interventions are required at the moment. In view of the above, the 

Authority recommends that No regulatory interventions are 

required in respect of issues related with Privacy and security of 
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OTT services at the moment. 

iii. Regulatory framework for OTT services: Regulation of OTT services is 

a widely debated topic in many jurisdictions as well as in ITU. While few 

jurisdictions have started exploring possibilities to regulate some aspects 

of a few OTT services through legal and technical measures but these 

efforts are yet in nascent stage and the overwhelming majority of 

jurisdictions and the ITU are still studying various aspects of OTTs. 

Since, ITU deliberations are also at study level, therefore conclusions 

may not be drawn regarding the regulatory framework of OTT services. 

However, in future, a framework may emerge regarding cooperation 

between OTT providers and telecom operators. The Department of 

Telecommunications (DoT) and Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 

(TRAI) are also actively participating in the ongoing deliberations in ITU 

on this issue. Based on the outcome of ITU deliberations DoT and TRAI 

may take appropriate consultations in future. In view of the above, the 

Authority recommends that it is not an opportune moment to 

recommend a comprehensive regulatory framework for various 

aspects of services referred to as OTT services, beyond the extant 

laws and regulations prescribed presently. The matter may be 

looked into afresh when more clarity emerges in international 

jurisdictions particularly the study undertaken by ITU. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

3.1 The Authority recommends that 

i. Market forces may be allowed to respond to the situation without 

prescribing any regulatory intervention. However, developments shall be 

monitored and intervention as felt necessary shall be done at appropriate 

time. 

ii. No regulatory interventions are required in respect of issues related with 

Privacy and security of OTT services at the moment. 

iii. It is not an opportune moment to recommend a comprehensive 

regulatory framework for various aspects of services referred to as OTT 

services, beyond the extant laws and regulations prescribed presently. 

The matter may be looked into afresh when more clarity emerges in 

international jurisdictions particularly the study undertaken by ITU. 
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 Annexure I (Chapter no. 1/Para no. 1.1) 

DoT’s Reference to TRAI for Recommendations 
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List of Acronyms 

Sl. No. Acronyms Full Text 

1. DoT Department of Telecommunications  

2. OTT Over The Top 

3. TSP Telecom Service Provider 

4. TRAI Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 

5. OHD Open House Discussion 

6. VOIP Voice over Internet Protocol 

7. PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network 

8. EU European Union 

9. ITU-T International Telecommunication Union-

Telecommunication Standardization 

Sector 

10. SMS Short Message Service 
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Stakeholders are requested to send their comments, preferably in electronic

form to the following address:

Shri. Asit Kadayan,

Advisor (QoS),

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI),

Mahanagar Door Sanchar Bhawan,

J.L. Nehru Marg, (Old Minto Road)

New Delhi - 110002, India

Email: advqos@trai.gov.in

Last Date for submission of comments: December 10, 2018

Last Date for submission of counter comments: December 24,2018

Comments will be posted on TRAI website www.trai.gov.in.

For any clarification/information, Advisor (QoS) may be contacted at

Tel. No.+91-11-2323-0404, Fax: +91-11-2321-3036.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 The Department of Telecommunication (DoT) vide a reference letter dated March

3, 2016, sought the recommendations of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (the

Authority) on “Net Neutrality including traffic management system, economic, security and

privacy aspects of OTT services apart from other relevant standpoints covered in the TRAI’s

(the Authority) consultation paper on Regulatory Framework for Over-the-top (OTT) ser-

vices issued earlier on March 27, 2015”. In light of the complexity of issues, referred to

in DoT’s letter, and other interrelated issues, the Authority chose to deal with specific is-

sues through distinct consultation processes. The Authority has already issued the following

recommendations and regulations pertaining to issues referred to in DoT’s reference letter

dated March 3, 2016:

• The Prohibition of Discriminatory Tariffs for Data Services Regulations, 2016, which

restrict TSPs from directly or indirectly charging discriminatory prices to consumers

based on the content, applications, services or any other data being used by them.

This predates the letter under reference.

• The recommendations on “Encouraging data usage in rural areas through provisioning

of free data” submitted to DoT on December 19, 2016.

• The recommendations on “Regulatory framework for Internet Telephony” sent to DoT

on October 24, 2017, which includes recommendations related to numbering resources,

interconnection, quality of services and emergency services in the context of internet

telephony services provided by TSPs.

• The recommendations on “Net Neutrality” sent to DoT on November 28, 2017. While

initiating the consultation process on Net Neutrality, the Authority chose to focus

1
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only on the core areas of Net Neutrality to prevent digression into other areas, which

although important, were not central to the determination of specific issues pertaining

to Net Neutrality.

• The recommendations on Privacy, Security and Ownership of Data in the Telecom

Sector sent to DoT on July 16, 2018.

1.1.2 The remaining issues are related to regulatory imbalance between Telecom Service

Providers (TSPs) and OTT players providing services that can be regarded as same/similar

to services offered by TSPs and issues related to economic aspects of such OTT services.

1.2 Overview

1.2.1 The commonly used definitions of OTT services are given in Chapter 2. As elabo-

rated further at “Scope of Consultation” only a subset of OTT services are covered in this

consultation.

1.2.2 The telecom industry and the technology sector, more broadly, is fast evolving in

nature and has witnessed a number of developments over the past few years and significant

growth in the sector. Accessibility of OTT services is dependent upon accessibility of In-

ternet. OTT services may be practically more convenient to use when mobile broadband

connectivity is available. To serve OTT traffic, there is demand to enhance the network

capacity. In turn, OTT has led to higher utilization of data network capacity. Some of the

key developments and factors relevant from OTT perspective that could have a bearing on

the issues to be consulted upon are :

• Internet has become accessible to significantly more number of customers than ever

before and it is now available at more affordable prices.

• Recently, geographical and population coverage of mobile broadband technologies such

as LTE has increased significantly. Telecom Service Providers have already launched

mobile broadband services in many cities and are adding more and more cities day by

day.

• Competitive data tariff plans are being offered by TSPs and data tariff is quite afford-

able than earlier. Unlimited Voice calls are being offered along with the data tariff

plans.

2
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• Penetration of smart phones which supports mobile broadband and provides capa-

bility to download new applications has increased significantly. It has led to higher

consumption of data by the subscriber.

Economic aspects, in the context of OTT players and TSPs, is to be seen in terms of

investment cycle of telecom network which is required to cater to the need of OTT traffic

and return on the investment by higher utilization of the network (more details are in chapter

3).

1.2.3 Since 2015, OTT services have witnessed a significant increase in adoption and usage.

Technologies and networks for delivery of such services have also evolved during this period.

The demand for examination of regulatory imbalance between OTT players and TSPs need

to be taken up in this context.

1.3 Scope of the consultation

1.3.1 As noted above, the aim of this consultation paper is to delve into the issues that

remain pending from the reference letter from DoT, i.e. issues relating to OTT services. OTT

services could theoretically be considered in the broadest sense to mean all online services

(for instance, e-commerce platforms or applications offering aggregating services). However,

in the background of DoT’s reference letter dated March 3, 2016 and the issues already

covered in the consultations that have preceded this one, the Authority has chosen

in this consultation to focus only on regulatory issues and economic concerns

pertaining to such OTT services as can be regarded the same or similar to the

services provided by TSPs. Unless otherwise implied or explicitly stated in the context,

the term OTT services used in this consultation paper is restricted within this scope. While

analysing the issues and responding to the consultation paper, it may also be noted that

current deliberations are not intended to revisit regulations or recommendations referred

earlier, which have broader implications and were therefore concluded first following due

consultation and diligence.

1.3.2 Accordingly, this consultation paper seeks to analyse and discuss the implications of

the growth of OTT services as can be regarded the same or similar to the services provided

by TSPs, the relationship between TSPs and OTT players, whether any change is required in

the current regulatory framework and the manner in which such changes should be effected,

if any.

3
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1.4 Structure of the consultation paper

Chapter 2 deals with the definitions of OTT services and approaches adopted by different

countries. Chapter 3 covers economic and competition perspectives regarding regulation of

OTT services. Chapter 4 sets out the licensing and regulatory obligations on TSPs and

OTTs and their approach to addressing relevant consumer issues. Chapter 5 deliberates on

the different regulatory approaches for achieving the Authority’s objectives of consumer pro-

tection and orderly growth of the sector. Chapter 6 summarizes the issues for consultation.

4
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Chapter 2

Definition of OTT Services in

different jurisdictions and contexts

2.1 Defining OTT services

2.1.1 Presently, there is no globally accepted definition of OTT services. Governments,

regulatory agencies, international agencies and other forums have adopted varying defini-

tions depending on the context before them. OTTs offering services such as voice calls and

messaging overlap with the services being offered by TSPs. However, the OTT ecosystem is

large and consists of OTTs offering all kinds of services, which may also include services other

than voice calls or messages. This section presents an overview of some of the definitions

that have been adopted in different contexts.

2.1.2 Definition of OTT in TRAI Consultation Paper 2015: The Authority in its

2015 consultation paper on Regulatory Framework for OTT services defined “OTT provider”

as a service provider which offers Information and Communication Technology (ICT) ser-

vices, but neither operates a network nor leases network capacity from a network operator.

Instead, OTT providers rely on the global internet and access network speeds (ranging from

256 kilobits for messaging to speeds in the range of Megabits (0.5 to 3) for video streaming)

to reach the user, hence going “over - the - top” of a TSP’s network. Based on the kind of

service they provide, there are basically three types of OTT apps:

• Messaging and voice services (communication services);

• Application ecosystems (mainly non-real time), linked to social networks, e-commerce;

and

• Video/audio content.

5
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2.1.3 Broad definition of OTT in ITU discussions: The leader of ITU-T Study Group

3’s Rapporteur Group on OTT outlined a broad definition of OTT based on discussions at

ITU:1

“As yet there is no widely accepted definition of OTT. It is important that this is addressed

by ITU, given that the definition will affect the scope of ITUs analysis of OTT. Our current

discussions consider OTT to be any Internet application that may substitute or supplement

traditional telecommunication services, from voice calls and text messaging to video and

broadcast services.”

2.1.4 Classification of OTT in DoT Committee Report on Net Neutrality, 2015:

The report of the Committee set up by DoT on net neutrality does not provide any specific

definition of OTT. However, it explains that OTT applications are enabled by delayering of

communications networks through Internet Protocols (IP) that permit the applications layer

to function independent of the media layers. Further, the report classified OTT services into

two categories:

• OTT communication services (VoIP) providing real-time person to person telecom-

munication services using the network infrastructure of the TSP and competing with

them; and

• OTT application services such as media services (gaming), trade and commerce ser-

vices (e-commerce, radio taxi, financial services), cloud services (data hosting and data

management platforms or applications), social media etc using the network infrastruc-

ture of the TSP but not competing with them.

2.2 Definition of “OTT services” in other jurisdictions

The increasing adoption of OTT services has spurred discussions regarding appropriate reg-

ulatory framework in many parts of the world. Jurisdictions such as European Union, In-

donesia etc., are deliberating upon the issue of regulating OTT services in different manners.

This section provides an overview of the definitions that have been adopted in some other

countries.

2.2.1 European Union: The draft Electronics Communication Code released by the EU

Commission in September 2016 (ECC),2 proposes to expand the definition of electronic

1ITU News, Q&A: Whats the economic impact of ‘over-the-top’ (OTT) players?, available at http:

//news.itu.int/impact-of-ott-players/
2European Commission, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council Establish-

ing the European Electronic Communications Code, available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.
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communication services to inter alia include ‘interpersonal communication services’ mean-

ing a service that allows direct interactive interpersonal exchange of information via an

electronic communications network between a finite number of people, where the persons

initiating/participating in the interaction determine its recipients. This definition would

therefore exclude broadcasting, general websites, content, web-hosting, gaming and uni-

directional information services (such as Twitter), while it would include VoIP services,

video calls, text messaging (WhatsApp, SMS, Facebook Messenger, etc.) and emails. Ag-

gregated platforms would be classified based on whether they constitute a “minor ancillary

feature that is intrinsically linked to another service”.

2.2.2 Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC):

BEREC defines OTTs broadly as “content, a service or an application that is provided to

the end user over the public Internet”.3

OTTs are classified into three categories:

• OTT-0 : which indicates OTTs that qualify as electronic communication services

(ECS) under extant definitions;

• OTT-1 : which indicates OTTs that do not qualify as ECS but potentially compete

with traditional TSPs; and,

• OTT-2 : a residual category of services that do not qualify as ECS and do not compete

with traditional TSPs.

2.2.3 Interestingly, BEREC notes that national regulatory authorities (NRAs) can only

regulate OTT-0 within the framework of extant regulations (though their impact may be

considered when analysing market situations qua regulated entities). It also highlights the

uncertainty over the definition of ‘electronic communication services’ and its applicability to

various new types of OTTs and therefore recommends amendment of the definition in the

overall review of the telecommunications framework by the EU.

2.2.4 Pursuant to release of the draft ECC by the European Commission, BEREC has

broadly accepted the proposed expansion in definition of the term ECS to include all inter-

html?uri=cellar:c5ee8d55-7a56-11e6-b076-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_3&format=PDF
3BEREC released a ‘Report on OTT Services’ in January 2016, wherein they examined the nature of OTT

services, their impact on the electronic communication sector and their impact on the European regulatory

framework for electronic communication services. The term is therefore used to refer to a method of ser-

vice provision rather than a specific service itself. Available at https://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_

register/subject_matter/berec/reports/5751-berec-report-on-ott-services.
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personal voice communications.4

2.2.5 Indonesia: In 2017, Indonesia’s Ministry of Communication and Informatics Reg-

ulation released a draft ministerial regulations on OTT services. These draft regulations

define OTT Services as the provision of applications and/or content services through the in-

ternet. Further, the draft regulations define “application service” to include short messages,

voice call, video call, electronic mail, and online conversation (chatting/instant messaging),

financial transactions service, etc. Content services, on the other hand is the provision of

digital information in form of text, sound, image, animation, music, video, movie, game,

or combination of part and/or all that includes streaming form or download form by using

internet access service through telecommunication network operation.5

2.2.6 United Kingdom: UK’s telecommunication regulator, Ofcom, in its response to

European Commission’s public consultation on the review of the regulatory framework for

electronic communications submitted that the Commission’s definition of ECS should remain

flexible, continuing to allow regulators to determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether (or

not) a specific service consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on electronic

communications networks.

2.2.7 Commonwealth Telecommunication Organisation :CTO defined OTT as online

services which can potentially substitute traditional telecommunications services such as

voice telephony and messaging(SMS) services. OTT services are grouped into three broad

groups namely:

• Voice over IP (VoIP) for voice calling and video chatting services;

• Instant Messaging services- chat application; and

• Video and Audio Streaming services

2.2.8 Many OTT applications provide multiple services within or using the same platform.

This may lead to problem of disaggregating relevant services that need to be regulated. As

an example, many services provide a voice chat or messaging function together with their

main service. Google docs, as an example, is primarily an online text editor but allows

users to chat with one another in real time. Similarly, many online games allow users to

4BEREC high level opinion on the EU Commissions proposals for a review of the Electronic Communi-

cations Framework. BoR (16) 213.
5Clause 1 and 2, Draft Provision of Application Service and/or Content Through Internet(2017), available

at https://chambermaster.blob.core.windows.net/userfiles/UserFiles/chambers/9078/File/ICT/

2017/OTT_Public_Hearing/ApplicationandContentServiceMinisterRegulationDraftFinal002.pdf.
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speak to one another while playing. Facebook also provides multiple means of real time

communication ranging from video to messaging. The multiplicity of functionality offered

by such platforms may make it difficult to practically segregate communication from non-

communication related OTTs. Certain jurisdictions such as the EU (in its draft Electronic

Communications Code) have therefore suggested applying the test of whether the function-

ality forms a ‘substantial’ or ‘ancillary’ part of the service/platform.

Q. 1. Which service(s) when provided by the OTT service provider(s) should be

regarded as the same or similar to service(s)being provided by the TSPs. Please

list all such OTT services with descriptions comparing it with services being

provided by TSPs.

Q. 2. Should substitutability be treated as the primary criterion for comparison

of regulatory or licensing norms applicable to TSPs and OTT service providers?

Please suggest factors or aspects, with justification, which should be considered

to identify and discover the extent of substitutability.
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Chapter 3

Economic Aspects

The telecom landscape has changed in significant ways in the recent times, especially in In-

dia. Data volume has surged, the mix of services (call, text and data) has altered, customer

expectations are high, and unit prices for telecom services have fallen.

In last two years the adoption of 4G technologies and the convergence of disparate communi-

cation services into a single ip-based network has accelerated. The competitive environment

has caused lowering of prices for both data and traditional services. Better data connectivity

at a lower prices has in turn accelerated adoption of OTT services and fuelled demand for

more data in what looks like a virtuous cycle.

OTT Services are products of the permissionless innovation that has made the Internet what

it is today. These services are mainly free to consumer, but monetized through advertise-

ment or other use of customer data, such as for development of technologies that are priced

in future products. The telecom services are licensed and paid for directly by the consumer.

The Quality of Service (QoS) in OTT space largely depends upon the QoS of underlying tele-

com services. The former are offered as is with their consumption dependent upon consumer

choice. The latter are controlled by regulation and also driven by consumer expectations.

To ensure its orderly growth, there is a need for sustainable investment in the telecom sector.

This chapter explores the relevant issues from an economic perspective.
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3.1 The telecommunication services market in India

Reports had suggested that India’s Internet traffic will grow fourfold from 2016 to 2021, at a

compound annual growth rate of 32 percent1. It is seen that the total wireless data usage in

India has already increased from 4.6 exabytes during year 2016 to 20 exabytes during year

20172.

The growth in OTT services and the consequent increase in data traffic is also growth for

TSP’s business. However, average price per GB has sharply declined from the average of Rs

75.57 per GB in the year 2016 to Rs 12.06 per GB in the year 20183.

TSPs may be required to invest in telecom infrastructure to enhance traffic handling ca-

pabilities and to cater to growing demand of data traffic. Following paragraphs deliberate

upon requirements for such investment and the factors that may govern these requirements.

3.2 Investment in infrastructure for the growing data

traffic

To meet increasing customer demand (in this case for data), a business may invest in ex-

panding capacity. Such a decision is usually based on cost-benefit analysis of options by the

business itself. Alternatively, such a decision may be forced upon a sector to maintain the

Quality of Service (QoS) mandated through regulations or license conditions.

3.2.1 Network traffic handling capability consists of two parts: one part relates to payload

or the typical volume of data consumed by the customer, and the other part to control and

management of profile of customers, their mobility and sessions to deliver services. Capacity

enhancements for payload part may be dependent upon types of services such as unicast,

multicast or broadcast. Network may cater to more traffic either by getting bigger in size or

by upgrading to new, more efficient technologies, such as IP multi cast or caching to handle

traffic in an efficient manner. In the actual case, of course, they would follow a combination

of both approaches.

1Cisco, India - 2021 Forecast Highlights, available at https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/

solutions/service-provider/vni-forecast-highlights/pdf/India_2021_Forecast_Highlights.

pdf.
2TRAI, Yearly Performance Indicators of Indian Telecom Sector (Second Edition) 2017, available at

http://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/YPIRReport04052018.pdf
3https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/PIRJune03102018.pdf.
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3.2.2 Another part of network traffic handling capability is related to control and manage-

ment of network resources, including the requirements for signalling. These requirements

vary for real time services, such as conversational voice or video; near real time services such

as streaming audio or video; non real time services such as file download or service enablers

such as presence, location, etc. Efficient utilization of control resources depends upon typical

size of IP packets required by the services. To cater to increased load on control and man-

agement of resources, one way may be to simply increase size of currently deployed resources

or through other technological solutions, such as those included in 5G technologies (context

awareness, content awareness, information centric networking, etc). These capabilities may

handle same volume of data traffic more efficiently. Solutions developed in 5G technologies

to scale up to handle IoT traffic is one example.

3.2.3 In mobile networks, traffic varies for several reasons, such as number of subscriptions,

penetration of services, usage patterns and mobility of the customers. The time variation

in traffic at a particular location influences the gap between peak and average demand of

traffic. This ratio of peak to average is also dependent upon type of service. Networks are

engineered considering peak demands of traffic while total consumption of data is related

to the average demand. The capacity of nodes and pipes may be provisioned based on the

absolute peak traffic or the 2nd or 3rd peaks of demands, which would lead to some rejection

of traffic.

Network capacity planning needs to consider these aspects in design and deployment, which

adds to the lead time in enhancing capacity. OTT services also add to the uncertainty in

anticipating and predicting the demand as TSPs remain agnostic to type of traffic. With

convergence of voice and data services and the variability in peak demands, it may be

necessary to introduce adaptive technologies such as Software Defined Networks (SDN) and

Network Function Virtualization (NFV). TSPs may need to understand the requirements and

watch closely the types of services offered by OTT players to make appropriate investment

in their own network infrastructure.

3.2.4 Convergence of delivery network for voice and data into single Internet Protocol (IP)

based network is driving the telecom sector from circuit switched network to VoLTE for voice

services. Reports suggest that in FY17, of the total 4G phone shipments to India, 45 percent

comprised VoLTE phones4. These phones can carry voice in the form of IP traffic or data in

the access network. This trend may help the TSP invest in single type of network for voice

and data, which is also advantageous where peak demand of data and voice traffic is time

4Rashi Varshney, Share of VoLTE phones in 4G handset sales rises in Financial Express available at

https://bit.ly/2q1Aq0D.
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incoherent. Moreover, on October 24, 2017, the Authority submitted recommendations on

Regulatory framework for Internet Telephony which was accepted by DoT on June 19, 2018.

The DoT have issued amendment to the Unified Access Service License (UASL) allowing

TSPs to offer internet telephony, or voice over internet protocol (VoIP) service, even from

applications developed by TSPs as long as the service is untethered from the underlying

network.5

3.2.5 New technologies such as LTE have come up with many new capabilities and features

to serve real-time services on IP networks by utilizing network resources in an optimal

manner. However, such optimal utilization of resources requires that network be aware of

the type of services, and behave accordingly. For example, in case of VoLTE services, LTE

network may be aware of and assign or allocate resources in a manner which is more suitable

for voice services. Dealing with voice services simply as a form of data creates more stress

than required. Data services have traditionally seen traffic in bursts and asymmetrically

between downlink and uplink. Mechanism in telecom Networks for assigning and allocating

resource for data traffic were designed to handle such kind of traffic. In case of OTT, networks

are usually not aware of about the type of services and cannot behave differently for different

technical QoS requirement. 5G technologies will cater to more varieties of traffic such as

IoT, augmented and virtual reality and may require smarter ways to deal with it. For that

purpose, networks may not be just dumb pipes for Internet traffic and may require to serve

Internet traffic with optimal utilization of resources by exchanging critical information as

part of signalling.

3.2.6 In summary, TSPs shall need to make investments, from time to time, in the telecom

infrastructure to handle increase in demand of data traffic. This may be done either by

enhancing capacity of networks or upgrading their networks with latest technologies or a

combination of both. Requirement of investments may be dependent upon nature and variety

of traffic, types and characteristics of services being delivered. OTT traffic may be difficult

to predict and ramp up quickly.

3.3 Revenue Opportunities for TSPs due to growth in

data traffic

The increase in OTT services has fuelled an increase in data consumption, leading to more

revenue flow from use of data. This shift in the revenue streams calibrated to the de-

mand/consumption of data is being observed worldwide. A GSMA report on the Internet

5Available at https://bit.ly/2thfjtF.
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value chain notes that revenue from traditional voice services are declining globally for both

fixed and mobile providers as price and volumes decrease, replaced by new forms of com-

munication services, most of them internet based. In some cases this is reflected in tariff

structures; in other cases it is visible in customer buying and usage patterns. The report

predicts that the ongoing decline in revenues associated with TSP voice services, combined

with this modest growth in internet connectivity revenues, means that the majority of global

telecommunications operators revenues in both the fixed and mobile sectors will come from

internet-related services by 20206.

3.3.1 Shift of voice calls from circuit switched network to IP based networks has resulted

in TSPs charging consumers for data services only, while unlimited voice calls are offered as

part of bundled tariff packages in a trend that is also likely to continue. In such a scenario,

voice calls provided by TSPs using IP networks and voice calls provided by OTT players

using Internet might be comparable from charging perspective as both charged on basis of

data consumed. In this context, it is unclear whether there is a price arbitrage between OTT

and traditional services.

3.3.2 The increase in video traffic may be a major component of current revenue stream for

the TSPs. The share of video in mobile data traffic over past years has increased substan-

tially. According to the Indian Media and Entertainment Report 2017 by KPMG India and

the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI), between 2016 and

2021, mobile video traffic in India is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of

68% and the number of video capable devices and connections is expected to grow 2.2 times,

crossing 800 million in number. Video is expected to grow to 78% of the overall mobile

data traffic by 20217. For delivering video traffic, multicast and broadcast IP technologies

solutions may be the optimal solution, consuming less network resource compared to unicast

delivery to individual customers. Increased mobile internet penetration, affordable data and

the availability of low cost smartphones and video capable devices has led to a rapid increase

in OTT messaging, voice calls and video calls.

3.3.3 Pricing of Services in Telecom Sector The telecom access networks must pro-

vide an acceptable QoS to all its customers and equal treatment to all services that depend

upon it. Theoretically, therefore, they are mandated to invest in their own expansion, even

6GSMA, The Internet Value Chain- A study on the economics of the internet (May 2016) p. 20, avail-

able at https://www.gsma.com/publicpolicy/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/GSMAThe− internet−V alue−
ChainWEB.pdf.

7KPMG India and FICCI, Media for the masses: The promise unfolds (2017), available at

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/in/pdf/2017/04/FICCI-Frames-2017.pdf
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when such expansion benefits OTT services that directly compete with telecom networks

offerings to its customers, e.g. voice calls and text messaging.

By itself this may not be a problem because the networks are free to determine the price of

offered services. If all services are considered data (due to convergence in telecommunica-

tion), the telecom service providers are only required to fix a price for their data services.

Under conditions of perfect competition in the market for access services, the price of data

would be determined by the intersection of demand and supply curves. The point where

they intersect is known as the equilibrium point, and it determines not only the equilibrium

price, but also the quantity of data services that are demanded and supplied.

3.3.4 Implication of uniform price for all data The mix of services consumed by

different customers, however, is not the same. And as we have seen earlier, neither is the

load on network infrastructure a direct function of data transport. Therefore, one price for

all data has implications that need to be considered.

Charging in proportion to consumed data has different impact on consumers with low and

high usage pattern. Thats because they dont use the same services. Elasticity of demand is

specific to a service and so is the network load per unit data, though the TSP charges the

same for all data. An average rate discourages those users who may have consumed more

if offered a lower rate, while at the same time wasting resources on another user who gets

something cheaper than what he would agree to pay.

On the production side, all data doesn’t cost the same: demand peaks and nature of service

impacts the cost, for which reasons have already been given earlier. Maintaining QoS under

extreme conditions could cause significant increase in price.

3.3.5 Obligations such as license fee, spectrum usage charges, taxes, etc., described in detail

in chapter 4, affect profits to TSPs. The burden of these levies on non-telecom services

further restricts the TSPs revenue. For example, the DoT, on March 23, 2017, notified

that subscribers can purchase digital content through their prepaid account balance or using

the post-paid bill payment mechanism up to a maximum value of Rs 20,000. However, the

notification clarifies that such purchase of digital content shall not be treated as pass-through

revenue for the purpose of computing Adjusted Gross Revenue(AGR) used for calculating

license fee and spectrum usage charges.

3.3.6 DoT Committee’s view on revenue impact for TSPs The DoT committee on

Net Neutrality in its report, published in May, 2015 noted that over the years, consumers have
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shifted from conventional messaging services and international calling (provided by TSPs)

to OTT based services owing to substantially lower costs of communication. Although this

did affect the revenue of TSPs, the effect was not appreciable enough to disrupt the business

model of TSPs. In terms of revenue, international voice calls contributed 3.45% of the

adjusted gross revenues (AGR) for the Indian telecom industry as of September 2014. The

report highlighted that voice revenues contribute approximately three-fourths of total TSP

revenues. As per the report, OTT domestic voice call (local plus national) communication

services thus have the potential of significantly disrupting existing revenue models of TSPs.

The committee recommended that:

• Over-The-Top (OTT) application services should be actively encouraged and any im-

pediments in expansion and growth of OTT application services should be removed.

• Specific OTT communication services dealing with messaging should not be interfered

with through regulatory instruments. For OTT application services, there is no case

for prescribing regulatory oversight similar to conventional communication services.

• In case of Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) OTT communication services, there ex-

ists a regulatory arbitrage, wherein such services also bypass the existing licensing and

regulatory regime creating a non-level playing field between TSPs and OTT providers

both competing for the same service provision. This aspect is under deliberation in

other countries as well. European Commission has made a policy pronouncement on

May 6, 2015 for a Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe arguing, inter alia, that

there is a need to review telecom rules to look at ways of ensuring a level playing field

for players in the communications market to the extent that they provide competing

services and also for meeting the long term connectivity needs of the European Union.

• Under existing telecom licensing conditions, Internet Telephony is permitted under re-

stricted conditions. However, pricing arbitrage of OTT domestic voice communication

services has the potential of significantly disrupting existing telecom revenue models.

This may decelerate the pace of telecom infrastructure expansion, whereas the need

is to boost investment in telecom infrastructure to increase broadband reach, speeds,

bandwidth capacity and enhanced quality of service. With complete transition of Tele-

com Network to IP Network, the pricing arbitrage between voice communications by

TSPs and OTT service providers would be substantially reduced. The key public pol-

icy imperative is to manage the transition from voice-centric to data-centric networks

with the concomitant change in technology.

• The existence of a regulatory arbitrage in addition to the pricing arbitrage adds a

degree of complexity that requires a graduated and calibrated public policy response
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to bring about a level playing field. In case of OTT VoIP international calling services,

a liberal approach may be adopted. However, in case of domestic calls (local and

national), communication services by TSPs and OTT communication services may be

treated similarly from a regulatory angle for the present. The nature of regulatory

similarity, the calibration of regulatory response and its phasing can be appropriately

determined after public consultations and TRAIs recommendations to this effect.

The above facts and figures quoted in the report are based on data of year 2014, since then

situation may have changed significantly.

3.4 Fair and reasonable opportunities to all market

players

Level playing field for all market players is an important part of requirements for any reg-

ulatory framework. It is argued that OTT players do not have licensing and regulatory

obligations while TSPs incur license fees and have to meet regulatory obligations as detailed

in chapter 4. It is also argued that OTT players have opportunity to earn revenue from alter-

native sources using data of their subscribers and can offer services which may be prohibited

for TSPs. Following paragraphs highlight some of these issues.

3.4.1 According to reports, the digital advertising market in India was estimated at INR

77 billion in 2016, registering a CAGR of 28% from 2011-2016. While search and display

retains the largest share of the digital ad pie at 45%, the robust growth has been driven by

the now ubiquitous mobile phone, with social media and video advertising accounting for

25-28% and 17-20% of the overall digital ad revenues in 2016 respectively.8 TSPs do collect

charges from the customers for the consumption of data either on account of usage of OTT

services or on account of voice services offered by them. But due to regulatory constraints,

they may not be allowed to generate revenues from such other sources as the OTT players.

3.4.2 A report on the Internet value chain highlights that some of the largest OTT players

are able to exploit scale and growing revenue streams to build stronger networks of services

and use it to entrench their positions, leading to survival of the largest. The report notes that

since 2008, an increasing concentration of market power has been observed as many US-based

OTT players set out to expand globally. Consistent with the characteristics of a maturing

segment and helped by the winner-takes-all nature of many internet businesses, the large

8Economic Times, Digital Consumption Realizing the Data Dividend, available at https://

economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/59158088.cms
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OTT players are able to maintain their positions and there is less turnover and dynamism

than may be expected. The largest players in any segment are taking full advantage of the

inherent network and scale effects of the internet to build their business and strengthen their

position and using this to deliver higher returns and profit margins.9

3.4.3 The rise of big multinational OTT players coupled with strong network effects in

this space has also lead to concerns pertaining to abuse of dominance. Non-interoperability

among different OTT services causes network effect with lock-in. In such situations, an

OTT service user cannot exit from a particular service and opt for another, which intro-

duces stickiness that creates a barrier to competition. At present, there are no regulations

for interoperability between OTT platforms and large OTT players exploit this lacuna by

switching off access to rival companies on devices and operating systems.

3.4.4 Any impact on revenue streams to TSPs from growth of traffic due to OTT services

on account of regulatory imbalances, if any, may require a fix, while other reasons of impact

may be left to the market to deal with. The growth of OTT services has undeniably led to

tremendous social and economic benefits. These benefits range from ease of communication

among persons situated in different parts of the world, access to information, entertainment

and business opportunities, improved transparency and e-governance solutions. In all this,

the TSPs networks have served as the backbone for enabling access to the services. At the

same time, TSPs themselves have also benefited from increased data consumption due to the

proliferation of OTT services. With amendment to the unified access service licence TSPs

are now allowed to offer internet telephony, or VoIP service, from applications developed by

TSPs which is untethered from the underlying network.

Q. 3. Whether regulatory or licensing imbalance is impacting infusion of

investments in the telecom networks especially required from time to time for

network capacity expansions and technology upgradations? If yes, how OTT

service providers may participate in infusing investment in the telecom networks?

Please justify your answer with reasons.

Q. 4. Would inter-operability among OTT services and also inter-operatbilty of

their services with TSPs services promote competition and benefit the users?

What measures may be taken, if any, to promote such competition? Please

justify your answer with reasons.

9Ibid, p. 37,38.
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Chapter 4

Factors relating to the regulatory

framework

This chapter deals with the licensing and regulatory obligations of TSPs for providing com-

munication services which are also being provided by OTT players.

4.1 License conditions imposed on TSPs

TSPs are regulated by a number of laws, including the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885 (Telegraph

Act), TRAI Act, 1997, the terms of the license agreement entered into between the TSP and

the Government and the rules and regulations framed by the Government and TRAI from

time to time. This section outlines some of the licensing obligations that are applicable to

TSPs.

4.1.1 Lawful Interception The License Agreements require Licensee to ensure that the

traffic passing through the its network can be monitored in the network of the Licensee

and ensure connectivity upto the nearest point of presence of Multi Packet Label Switching

network of CMS at their own cost for interception and monitoring of traffic.1

4.1.2 Privacy and security TSPs are required to “ensure the protection of privacy of

communication” and to ensure that unauthorized interception of message does not take

place.2 The license agreement also restricts licensees from employing bulk encryption equip-

ment in its network3 and mandates the ensuring of network security.4

1Cl 8 of the Unified License Agreement
2Cl 37 of the Unified License Agreement and Cl 41 of the Unified Access Service License Agreement
3Cl 37.1 of the Unified License Agreement
4Cl 41 of the Unified Access Service License Agreement and Cl 39 of the Unified License Agreement
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4.1.3 Roll-out obligations As per the license conditions, TSPs are required to roll out

specific network services within specified timelines (Cl 34 of Unified Access License Agree-

ment).

4.1.4 Identification of callers Calling Line Identification (CLI) is to be provided by TSP

and can not be tampered (Cl 39.21 of the Unified License and Cl 41.18 of the Unified Access

Service License Agreement).

4.1.5 Customer Acquisition Form The Licensee is under an obligation to ensure ad-

equate verification of each and every customer before enrolling him as a subscriber, by

checking the bonafide of the customer, verifying details as per Customer Acquisition Form

(CAF) prescribed from time to time and physical inspection of the site.5

4.1.6 Customer Grievance Redressal The license conditions require TSPs to be respon-

sive to the complaints lodged by his subscribers, rectify the anomalies within the MTTR

(mean time to restore) specified and maintain the history sheets for each installation, statis-

tics and analysis on the overall maintenance status.6 Further TSPs are also mandated to

notify in writing to its customers, all the policy and arrangements with respect to repair,

fault rectification, compensation or refunds.7

4.1.7 Network interconnection TSPs are required to provide interconnection between

the networks of different service provider for carrying circuit switched traffic as per national

standards of CCS No.7 issued from time to time by the Telecom Engineering Centre and are

under an obligation to abide by the IUC charges set out under the TRAI Interconnection

Regulations, 2018.8

4.1.8 Merger conditions The license conditions require that whenever amalgamation or

restructuring i.e. merger or demerger is sanctioned and approved by the High Court or

Tribunal, scheme of amalgamation or restructuring shall be effective only after the written

approval of the licensor for transfer/merger of Licenses.9

4.1.9 Emergency services TSPs are required to provide independently or through mu-

tually agreed commercial arrangements with other TSPs all public utility services as well as

5Cl 39 of the UL
6Cl 29.3 of the UL
7Cl 30.9 of the UL
8Cl 27 of the UL and Cl 26 of the UASL
9Cl 6.4 (ib) of the Unified License Agreement
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emergency services including toll free services like police, fire, ambulance.10. These emer-

gency numbers are specified by the DoT under the National Numbering Plan (NNP) from

time to time.11 Further TSPs are required to follow prescribed SOP for disasters/emergency

and facilitate the priority routing of emergency/public utility or any other type of user calls

as per guidelines/ directions.12

4.1.10 Entry/ Exit obligations : TSPs are required to have a minimum paid up equity

capital and minimum net-worth for each opted service.13 In case a TSP wants to surrender

its license, it may surrender the license or any service authorization under this license, by

giving notice of at least 60 Calendar days in advance. In that case it shall also notify all its

subscribers by sending a 30 Calendar days notice to each subscriber. The TSP shall pay all

fees payable by it till the date on which the surrender of the license/service authorization

becomes effective.14 Further, the amount of spectrum that can be held by any TSP in a

given band within a Licensed Service Area (LSA) is limited to 50%. Also, the total amount

of spectrum that can be held by an operator across all bands in an LSA is set to 25%.

These restrictions have also been incorporated into the Mergers and Acquisitions Guidelines

of 2014 (M&A Guidelines) as prescribed by the DoT and affect the manner in which players

can exit the telecommunication space by selling spectrum.

4.2 Regulatory obligations on TSPs

4.2.1 Requirements under the Telegraph Act The following are some of the require-

ments applicable to TSPs under the provisions of the Telegraph Act.

• Interception: The Telegraph Act puts a general obligation on service providers to

prevent unauthorized interception of messages and to maintain secrecy. The law also

restricts any ’telegraph officer’, which includes any person employed by a license holder,

from altering, intercepting or divulging the contents of any message, except as required

by law (S. 26). Designated public officials have the right to intercept telephonic com-

munications under identified circumstances (S. 5) and as per rules framed under the

Telegraph Act.

• Universal service obligation: The Telegraph Act requires licensed TSPs to provide ac-

cess to basic telegraph services to people in the rural and remote areas at affordable and

10Cl 4.4 of the Unified License
11Available at http://www.dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/nnp2003.pdf
12Cl 7 of the UL
13Cl 1.5 and Cl 1.6 of the Unified License Agreement
14Cl 10.3 of Unified License
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reasonable prices. Further, the Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Rules, 2004 for Uni-

versal Service Obligation Fund (USOF) set out the services which can be supported by

the USOF. These services include provision of public telecom and information services,

provision of household telephones in rural and remote areas, provision of additional

rural community phones in areas after achieving the target of one Village Public Tele-

phone in every revenue village etc. In this regard, TSPs are required to pay a Universal

Access Levy of 5% of their AGR, as part of their license fee.15

4.2.2 Requirements under TRAI’s regulations: The following are some of the key

obligations applicable to TSPs under the regulations framed by TRAI.

• Interconnection: TSPs are mandated to pay origination charge, carriage charge and

termination charge that are specified under the The Telecommunication Interconnec-

tion Usage Charges (IUC) Regulations from time to time.

• Billing & Metering (Code of Practice): TSPs are also required to follow the

Quality of Service (Code of Practice for Metering and Billing Accuracy) Regulation

2006.

• Tariff protection: The Telecommunication Tariff Orders requires TSPs to abide by

obligations pertaining to transparency, continuity, billing methods etc. in tariffs.

• Quality of Services (QoS): TSPs are required to meet the QoS benchmarks no-

tified by the Authority. In case of non compliance, TSPs are liable to pay financial

disincentives.

• Grievance redress: Under the Telecom Consumers Complaint Redressal Regulations,

2012 , each TSP is required to have a complaint resolution centre which must resolve

complaints within the time frame specified by TRAI. Consumers can contact this center

on a toll free number to register their complaints.

• Unsolicited Customer Communication (UCC): Under the Telecom Commercial

Communication Customer Preference Regulation, 2010, a Customer Preference Reg-

istration Facility is to be established by TSPs, to facilitate registration of preference

from customers who do not wish to receive UCC or wish to receive messages for a pre-

ferred category. The regulations impose financial disincentives for non-compliance of

regulatory provisions by the TSPs. Recently, new framework for UCC regulations have

been introduced under the Telecom Commercial Communication Customer Preference

Regulation, 2018.

15Chapter III, Cl 18.2.1 of the Unified License Agreement
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• Mobile number portability (MNP): Telecommunication Mobile Number Portabil-

ity regulations give customers the freedom to port to another TSP without notifying

any person or telecom user about the change since the phone number is retained by

the customer. TSPs have to maintain a database and route the calls meant for cus-

tomer to its current serving TSP. This regulation helps to make the market competitive

and encourage TSPs to provide better QoS and offer attractive tariff plans to retain

customers.

4.3 Information Technology Act, 2000 (IT Act)

The IT Act and the rules framed under it place certain regulatory obligations on body

corporates or intermediaries which includes TSPs and OTT services that can be regarded as

same/similar to the services provides by TSPs. They are as follows:

• Lawful Interception obligations: Section 69 of the IT Act gives the power to the

Government to intercept, monitor or decrypt any computer resource. This provision

also lays down a penalty of imprisonment upto seven years for an intermediary who

does not assist the government in interception or monitoring. Further Section 69B also

empowers the Central Government to monitor and collect traffic data or information

through any computer resource for cyber security.

• Takedown obligations: Section 69A of the IT Act empowers the Central Government

to issue directions to any intermediary for blocking for public access of any information

in any computer resource. The provision also prescribes a punishment of imprisonment

upto seven years for any intermediary who fails to comply with the direction issued

under it.

• Privacy and cybersecurity obligation: Information Technology (Reasonable Se-

curity Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information), 2011

requires every service provider to outline a detailed privacy policy that is applicable to

all users, that articulates nature of data collected, type of data that is collected and for

what purpose including retention and further use. Additionally, India has consumer

protection laws, financial regulations, competition law that ensures different aspects of

user interest is protected. For example, as per section 43A of IT (Amendment) Act,

2008, only ”Sensitive Personal Data or Information (SPDI) is to be protected using

”Reasonable Security Practices” by ”Body Corporates”. Further, Section 72 A of the

IT Act provides for adequate punishment for disclosure of information in breach of

lawful contract.
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• Intermediary liability: Rule 3(7) of the Information Technology (Intermediaries

Guidelines), 2011 lays down a positive obligation on part of intermediaries like Inter-

net Platforms and Services to comply with all lawful orders and render assistance to

government agencies that are lawfully authorized. 16 Section 79 of the IT Act states

that intermediaries are exempted from liability for third party information or commu-

nication links made available or hosted by them subject to certain conditions. This

includes the condition that the intermediary must observe due diligence while discharg-

ing its functions. However, this exemption does not apply if (i) the intermediary has

conspired or abetted or aided or induced the commission of an unlawful act; or (ii)

upon receiving actual knowledge, or on being notified by the appropriate agency that

any information, data or communication link controlled by the intermediary is being

used to commit the unlawful act, the intermediary fails to expeditiously remove or

disable access to that material.17

• Encryption obligations: Section 69 of the IT Act requires entities to abide by

any order to decrypt a computer resource. Section 84 A allows the Government to

prescribe suitable modes or methods of encryption for promotion of e-commerce and

e-governance in the country.

4.4 Fees and applicable taxes

At present, TSPs are required to pay a one time non-refundable entry fee prior to signing of

the license agreement.18 Additionally, TSPs are also under an obligation to pay an annual

license fee which is a percentage of the Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR). Under the Unified

License Agreement, The license fee currently is 8% of the AGR. Further, in case the TSPs

obtain spectrum, they also pay spectrum related charges, including payment for allotment

and use of spectrum, as per provisions specified in the relevant NIA document of the auc-

tion of spectrum or conditions of spectrum allotment/ LoI/ directions/ instructions of the

Licensor/ WPC Wing in this regard.19

4.5 OTTs’ approach to addressing consumer issues

OTT players may, without license, provide the same services as provided by TSPs. They do

not require permissions from any regulatory body or from TSPs. There is no requirement

16An intermediary “with respect to any particular electronic records, means any person who on behalf of

another person receives, stores or transmits that record or provides any service with respect to that record.”
17Section 79(3) of the IT Act.
18Cl 18.1 of the UASL
19Cl 18.3 of the Unified License Agreement
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of interconnection or for any commercial agreements between OTT providers and TSPs.

They are also not bound by any regulatory obligations to address consumer concerns such

as quality of service, interconnection and unsolicited communication, etc. Currently, these

concerns are being addressed through a self-regulatory or market driven approach. The

following are some examples of the areas in which such protections are being offered by

OTT providers.

• Unsolicited Commercial Communications (UCC): OTT players usually provide an op-

tion to report and block unwanted messages and calls. OTT players may have their

own mechanism to block communications to individuals who have reported against it.

It is not known how OTT players deal with cases of multiple complaints against same

number. It is also not known what remedial measures are available to person who is

victimized due to motivated campaign against an individual. There are no statistics

available in the public domain about the effectiveness of mechanism adopted by them.

• Quality of service: Some OTT service provider take periodic feedback from the cus-

tomer about the quality of voice calls. However, objective ways to assess QoS by such

OTTs are not known, if any. There is no mandatory obligation on OTT providers if

QoS is below the expected level.

• Grievance redressal: Most OTT players facilitate users to report their grievances

through their app. However, it is not known what mechanisms are available to es-

calate issue to a higher level in the organization or what are the options available with

user to appeal, if he is not satisfied with the resolution of a grievance. There are no

reports or statistics available to examine and analyse the functioning of OTT provider

in this area.

4.6 Security issues related to provision of OTT services

OTT services are offering communication with encryption. At the time of subscription

they are authenticating via OTP. These authentications might be done only at the time of

installation and activation of service. No further details about the user may be available

with OTT players. It has been observed that sometimes this can lead to security related

issues such as no trace of the user or interception of content of communication in case of

misuse. Further, this may help miscreants to exploit OTT services for spreading rumour

without getting traced. Security agencies may feel helpless to control such situations.
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4.7 Jurisdiction related issues

4.7.1 OTT services store, process and transfer data belonging to citizens or companies

of one country in another country or countries. They usually collect data pertaining to

call detail records and demographic details of users. This transfer of data across national

borders creates issues. First, it creates ambiguity regarding the territorial application of data

protections norms i.e. countries are unsure if the privacy of their citizens data is adequately

protected when it is hosted in other countries. Secondly, this technology has made it difficult

for law enforcement authorities to investigate or gather evidence in criminal and taxation

matters, as evidence data may be hosted in a different jurisdiction from where the offence

was committed. OTTs situated in other jurisdictions may refuse to comply with request

for cooperation or information sharing. Lastly, it might be difficult to obtain information

despite the existence of mutual legal assistance treaties (MLAT) with some countries as the

MLAT process is fraught with inefficiencies and delays. 20 Countries across the world have

sought to evolve a range of solutions to tackle this issue such as:

1. Data localisation: Data localisation refers to measures that specifically inhibit the

transfer of data across countries and may include regulations prohibiting information

from being sent offshore, or requiring prior consent of the data subject before informa-

tion is transmitted across national borders, or requiring backup of such information to

be stored domestically, and even the levying of a tax on the export of data.21

2. Treaties under CLOUD Act: The CLOUD Act creates a framework for the US gov-

ernment to access data held by technology companies worldwide. The Act creates

a framework for new bilateral agreements with foreign governments for cross-border

data requests. Under these bilateral agreements, the US and participating foreign gov-

ernments would remove legal restrictions that otherwise prohibit technology providers

from complying with the other countrys legal requests.22

3. Budapest Convention: Among other things, the Budapest Convention provides for

procedure to make the investigation of cybercrime and the securing of e-evidence in

relation to any crime more effective, and international police and judicial cooperation

20Andrew K Woods, Data Beyond Borders: Mutual Legal Assistance in the Internet Age, available at

https://bit.ly/1zyXqGq.
21Anupam Chander and Uyen P. Le, Data Nationalism, Emory Law Journal Vol. 64:677 available at

http://law.emory.edu/elj/_documents/volumes/64/3/articles/chander-le.pdf.
22Covington, CLOUD Act Creates New Framework for Cross-Border

Data Access, available at https://www.insideprivacy.com/cloud-computing/

cloud-act-creates-new-framework-for-cross-border-data-access/
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on cybercrime and e-evidence. However, foreign policy considerations have prevented

Indias accession to the convention so far. 23

Q. 5. Are there issues related to lawful interception of OTT communication

that are required to be resolved in the interest of national security or any other

safeguards that need to be instituted? Should the responsibilities of OTT service

providers and TSPs be separated? Please provide suggestions with justifications.

Q. 6. Should there be provisions for emergency services to be made accessible

via OTT platforms at par with the requirements prescribed for telecom service

providers? Please provide suggestions with justification.

23Alexander Seger, India and the Budapest Convention: Why not?, available at http://www.orfonline.

org/expert-speaks/india-and-the-budapest-convention-why-not/
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Chapter 5

Possible regulatory and market

approaches

If a regulatory imbalance is found to exist between TSPs and OTT players providing services

that can be regarded as being the same/ similar to the services provided by TSPs, the next

logical step would be to examine whether there is a need for any regulatory intervention to

address that imbalance. On one hand, it is possible that the qualitative differences in the

nature of services being provided by these different stakeholders may justify the application of

different regulatory frameworks. On the other, it could also be found that such OTT services

are offering communication services that are directly substitutable with the services provided

by regulated entities and therefore need to to bound by similar regulatory requirements. This

section discusses some possible options that may be considered in this regard.

5.1 Types of approaches

5.1.1 One approach could be to subject OTT players providing services that can be regarded

as being the same/ similar to the services provided by TSPs to licensing/ registration obliga-

tions or brought under some kind of regulatory framework. Regulators in some jurisdictions

are considering this approach:

• The EU has been in the process of revising its ECS sectoral regulation. As Per the

European Commissions provisional proposals for the revision of the framework, it is

expected that:

– Efforts will be made to achieve a ‘level playing field and focused end user protec-

tion’ through a “targeted mix of deregulation and application of a limited set of

sector specific rules to OTT services”;
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– The definition of ECS will be expanded to include various digital communication

services. The proposed definition would exclude broadcasting, websites, content,

webhosting, gaming and unidirectional information services (such as Twitter),

while it would include VOIP services, video calls, text messaging (Whatsapp,

SMS, FB messenger etc) and emails. Aggregated platforms would be classified

based on their ‘substantial functionality’.

– Certain obligations may be imposed on all providers falling within the scope

of the new definition of ECS including emergency related obligations, privacy

obligations, portability of numbers, interoperability, porting and security.

• Ofcom, in its response to European Commission’s public consultation on the review

of the regulatory framework for electronic communications submitted that it would be

disproportionate to automatically extend the scope of the framework to incorporate

all OTT services.1 Ofcom is of the view that regulators should be able to consider

the case for extending individual regulatory obligations to individual OTT services or

service types based on criteria such as their substitutability for traditional electronic

communication services. Any new regulatory obligations imposed on OTTs should be

proportionate, and continue to support innovation and market entry. Ofcom has pre-

viously considered OTTs and their impact while examining various regulatory issues.

In its Mobile Call Termination Market Review to assess competition in the provision of

services, Ofcom provisionally concluded that the use of OTT applications was unlikely

to be a sufficiently close substitute for calls to a mobile number at the time of the re-

view.2 In 2008, Ofcom came up with a regulation that treated VoIP service providers,

who enable their users to make calls to the PSTN, as traditional service providers.

This regulation required VoIP service providers to provide the ability to make 999 and

112 emergency calls. The regulation did however exclude VoIP service providers which

use peer-to-peer services to make and receive voice calls over the Internet only, usually

within the same application community.3

• ECC Report 273 on E.164 Numbering and Over-The-Top (OTT) Communications Ser-

vices released on 30th May, 2018 considers the OTT communication services (VoIP,

Instant messaging, etc.) that use E.164 numbers for call/message routing to/from

circuit-switched networks (e.g. PSTN/ISDN), authentication, billing, and/or identifi-

cation. These services are categorised as OTT-0 and OTT-1 communication services

1Ofcom, Response to Commission public consultation on the review of the regulatory framework, 2015
2Ofcom, Mobile Call Termination Market Review 2018-2021, available at https://www.ofcom.org.uk/

__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/111397/draft-statement-mobile-call-termination.pdf
3Ofcom, Regulation of VoIP Services: Access to the Emergency Services, available at https://www.

ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/42926/voipstatement.pdf
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by BEREC. The report highlighted that certain OTT services assign E.164 numbers to

end users to enable access to and from the PSTN/ISDN other OTT services use E.164

numbers to generate unique identifiers for their user community. The E.164 numbers

used to generate unique identifiers are already assigned to end-users by their respective

service providers. They use E.164 numbers for identification and authorisation over

circuit-switched networks.The report concluded that OTT providers which require na-

tional E.164 numbers for interconnection to circuit-switched networks should have the

right to apply for and be assigned national numbering resources, provided they meet

national eligibility criteria and regulatory obligations. These include e.g.:

– Consumer protection rules and end-user rights (including number portability)

should apply to OTT services that use national E.164 numbers;

– Any OTT service that uses or connects to services using numbers from national

and/or international numbering plans should support access to emergency services

numbers.

– OTT providers should be required to comply with law enforcement requirements

in accordance with relevant national and European legislation.

– In order to maintain integrity and trust in E.164 numbers and CLI, OTT providers

should implement validation techniques as described in ECC Report 248 [21]. The

validation should be made periodically in order to prevent the number being used

by two different end-users at the same time when the number is re-assigned to a

new end user by the original provider.

• In Indonesia, the Ministry of Communication and Informatics issued 2017 Draft OTT

Regulation. The draft regulations require OTT service providers to comply with laws

on consumer protection, data protection, content regulation, advertisement, finance,

tax, guarantee access for lawful interception and extracting evidence for investigative

purpose etc. These regulations permit foreign OTT service providers to operate in

Indonesia provided they establish a permanent venue in Indonesia or their existing

employees reside in Indonesia permanent and act for an on behalf of the foreign OTT

provider.4 Further, the draft regulations state that all OTT providers will be required

to submit an “application” to the Minister alongwith documents such as copy of tax

payer number, details regarding information contact centre etc. before the provision

of OTT services in Indonesia. They also set out that OTT service providers will be

4Part 3 Clause 3,Draft Provision of Application Service and/or Content Through Internet(2017), available

at https://chambermaster.blob.core.windows.net/userfiles/UserFiles/chambers/9078/File/ICT/

2017/OTT_Public_Hearing/ApplicationandContentServiceMinisterRegulationDraftFinal002.pdf.
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given bandwith management related sanctions if they are found to violate provisions

of the regulations.

• The French telecom regulator ARCEP (Autorite de Regulation des Communications

Eletroniques et des Postes) does not currently regulate OTTs in general (despite the

view that all VOIP providers fall within the definition of telecommunications opera-

tors). However, ARCEP has treated VoIP providers who connect to Public Switched

Telephone Networks (PSTN) as equivalent to traditional TSPs. Accordingly, such

VoIP providers must follow the registration requirements that are also imposed on

traditional TSPs. However, there is no general licensing requirement. Such service

providers are therefore subject to the same obligations and restrictions as traditional

TSPs — regulations on emergency calls, payment of fees, interception rules etc. all

apply to such service providers.5

• In Germany, the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy published a white

paper on Digital Platforms on the 20 March 2017, where it provided an outlook on

possible forms of digital regulatory policy in Germany and potentially also in Europe.

The White Paper has proposed measures like ensuring a level playing ground in the

telecommunication market by subjecting OTTs to the same rules of consumer pro-

tection, data protection (EU data protection framework) and security as applicable

to telecommunication service providers. Further, the paper states that the European

data protection must also apply without exception to communication OTT services.

This therefore means that terms and conditions of use according to which consumers

accept the application of non-European law will no longer be admissible in future.6

• Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisation (CTO) conducted a study on Over-

The-Top (OTT) services in order to understand the market dynamics, both policy and

regulatory issues of OTT services, both in the context of their impact on traditional

business models and the opportunities for innovation and the potential of these services

in stimulating economic growth.7 This study paper highlighted that:

– OTT services, which run over the mobile and fixed networks of incumbent opera-

tors represent a major disruption to their traditional business models, profitability

5Practical Law, Communications: regulation and outsourcing in France: overview, available at https:

//uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/3-619-2685?navId=BF65C058C54995FC55DC109B19D5374A&

comp=pluk&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)
6Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, White Paper on Digital Platforms of the Economic

Affairs Ministry, available at https://bit.ly/2K8CKMF
7Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisation (CTO) conducted a study on Over-The-

Top (OTT) services, available at https://cto.int/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CTO-OTT-Study_

Report-Final-Stakeholders-Copy-18-Jun-2018.pdf
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and investment models.

– OTT providers and consumers have benefited from the massive investments in

networks and network quality by mobile operators. The capacity of carriers to

build and upgrade their networks, however, is ultimately dependent upon the

sustainability of their business models reflected in their growth and profitability.

– Regulating both carriers and OTT providers to achieve the best outcome for

consumers requires navigating the trade-off between the benefits OTT services

bring to consumers and creating an economic environment that provides operators

with the appropriate incentives to continue investing.

– Key OTT challenges identified by the study are Licensing obligations, Taxation

(jurisdiction), QoS/QoE, Data protection and privacy, Net neutrality, Intercon-

nection, Universal service fund (USF).

5.1.2 Though interconnection and pricing issues for OTT services on mobile networks have

not been satisfactorily resolved in any jurisdiction, comparative analysis identifies the con-

tours of some emerging practices in terms of access, interconnection and pricing for OTT

services. Other key practices include:

• Separate regulatory practices for communication services and non communication

services. (e.g., Germany, France.)

• Use of price discrimination on traffic to ensure development of broadband infrastruc-

ture. (e.g. United Kingdom. Korea)

• Use of a FRAND approach in dealing with regulatory issues concerning OTT play-

ers.(e.g. Korea, ETNO)

5.1.3 Another approach is to relax the regime governing TSPs and make it sector-neutral

instead of proposing equal regulation for OTTs.

• The complexity of digital ecosystem markets increases regulatory uncertainty, and the

rapid pace of change makes regulations to become quickly obsolete. Growing innovation

and rapid entry by new competitors in digital ecosystem markets increase the costs

and likelihood of regulatory distortions by, for example, deterring entry or skewing the

path of technological progress. Outdated regulatory policies are creating harm in at

least two specific ways:8

8GSMA, A new regulatory framework for the digital ecosystem, 2016, available at

https://www.gsma.com/publicpolicy/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/GSMA2016_Report_

NewRegulatoryFrameworkForTheDigitalEcosystem_English.pdf
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1. Discriminatory regulation: market distortion is also increasing because of dispar-

ities in the way different sectors are regulated. In particular, legacy regulation of

communications services and service providers is far more intrusive and prescrip-

tive than regulation of other elements of the digital ecosystem.

2. Static regulation of dynamic markets: In general, prescriptive, ex ante regulatory

regimes like those traditionally governing communications markets are no longer

effective in the face of rapid innovation. In many cases, as competition increases,

the need for such regulation has disappeared altogether. The persistence of such

outdated rules not only harms competition and slows innovation, but also fails to

achieve regulatory objectives.

• GSMA commissioned study has suggested following three principles for a new regula-

tory framework that is market- and technology neutral:9

1. Regulation should be functionality-based rather than based on structure or tech-

nology. That is, regulation should be designed to achieve its objective in the most

efficient way (i.e., to be cost effective), without regard to technologies, industry

structures, or legacy regulatory regimes.

2. Regulation also needs to be flexible. It needs to accommodate rapidly changing

markets and technologies and create enough regulatory confidence for companies

to take risks. In general, performance-based approaches are superior to prescrip-

tive, ex ante rules.

3. Regulatory policies need to be rethought from the ground up. In many cases,

intense competition in the digital ecosystem means that regulation is no longer

needed, or can be significantly scaled back. In other areas, such as privacy and

cyber-security, new regulatory challenges are emerging.

5.1.4 Another option could be to leave the issue to be resolved through market forces,

without the need for any specific regulatory intervention. One part of this solution may be

for TSPs to evolve their own business models to compete more effectively with OTT services

that can be regarded as being the same/similar to the services provided by TSPs. While

OTTs may pose challenges for conventional TSPs in terms of their revenues, this also opens

up new avenues for innovation, diversification and growth. TSPs may collaborate with OTTs

to work on issues such as network optimisation, which in turn can create economic benefits

for the entire telecom ecosystem. Further, TSPs may adopt new technologies and innovative

business models to compete with OTTs.

9Ibid.
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• Technologies such as autonomous (zero touch) network, IoT, etc are some of the tech-

nologies which have already been adopted by TSPs in other jurisdictions. For instance,

the White Paper on Digital Transformation Initiative shows that AT&T in US has

emerged as a leading adopter of SDN10 and NFV11 technologies and has set a target

of covering and controlling upto 75% of its network using these technologies. Further,

the paper discusses the possible impact of digital transformation on the telecommuni-

cations industry which is estimated to unlock more than $2 trillion for the industry,

consumers and the society at large. In South Korea, for instance, SK Telecom launched

SK Planet in 2011 (integrated platform offering commerce, digital contents, advertising

and marketing businesses) and by the end of 2012, it had earned more than $1 billion

in revenue.

• TSPs can adopt platforms such as Rich Communication Services (RCS) — a protocol

formed by a group of industry promoters in 2007 and brought under the wings of the

GSM Association in 2008, it envisions a platform thats significantly more rich and

capable than todays SMS. As of 2017, 49 operators have launched RCS, including KT

and SK Telecom in South Korea and Vodafone and Deutsche Telekom in Europe.12

• TSPs in India are already exploring various business models which involve collaboration

with content providers to distribute their content to TSPs’ customers. TSPs are looking

at offering video in the form of video on demand (VoD), Live TV through aggregation

partnership with content players in a move to create new revenue streams.13

Q. 7. Is there an issue of non-level playing field between OTT providers and

TSPs providing same or similar services? In case the answer is yes, should any

regulatory or licensing norms be made applicable to OTT service providers to

make it a level playing field? List all such regulation(s) and license(s), with

justifications.

10Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a network architecture approach that enables the network to be

intelligently and centrally controlled using software applications. This helps operators manage the entire

network consistently and holistically, regardless of the underlying network technology.
11Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) involves the implementation of network functions in software

that can run on a range of industry standard server hardware, and that can be moved to, or instantiated in,

various locations in the network as required, without the need for installation of new equipment.
12Digital Trends, What is RCS messaging?, https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/

what-is-rcs-messaging/
13Economic Times, How Huawei and Ericsson plan to help Indian telecom opera-

tors deliver better video services, https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/

how-huawei-and-ericsson-plan-to-help-indian-telecom-operators-deliver-better-video-services/

59252663
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Q. 8. In case, any regulation or licensing condition is suggested to made applica-

ble to OTT service providers in response to Q.7 then whether such regulations

or licensing conditions are required to be reviewed or redefinedin context of

OTT services or these may be applicable in the present form itself? If review

or redefinition is suggested then propose or suggest the changes needed with

justifications.

Q. 9. Are there any other issues that you would like to bring to the attention of

the Authority?
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Chapter 6

Issues for Consultation

Q.1 Which service(s) when provided by the OTT service provider(s) should

be regarded as the same or similar to service(s)being provided by the

TSPs. Please list all such OTT services with descriptions comparing it

with services being provided by TSPs.

Q.2 Should substitutability be treated as the primary criterion for com-

parison of regulatory or licensing norms applicable to TSPs and OTT

service providers? Please suggest factors or aspects, with justification,

which should be considered to identify and discover the extent of sub-

stitutability.

Q.3 Whether regulatory or licensing imbalance is impacting infusion of

investments in the telecom networks especially required from time to

time for network capacity expansions and technology upgradations? If

yes, how OTT service providers may participate in infusing investment

in the telecom networks? Please justify your answer with reasons.
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Q.4 Would inter-operability among OTT services and also inter-operatbilty

of their services with TSPs services promote competition and benefit

the users? What measures may be taken, if any, to promote such com-

petition? Please justify your answer with reasons.

Q.5 Are there issues related to lawful interception of OTT communication

that are required to be resolved in the interest of national security or

any other safeguards that need to be instituted? Should the responsibil-

ities of OTT service providers and TSPs be separated? Please provide

suggestions with justifications.

Q.6 Should there be provisions for emergency services to be made accessible

via OTT platforms at par with the requirements prescribed for telecom

service providers? Please provide suggestions with justification.

Q.7 Is there an issue of non-level playing field between OTT providers

and TSPs providing same or similar services? In case the answer is

yes, should any regulatory or licensing norms be made applicable to

OTT service providers to make it a level playing field? List all such

regulation(s) and license(s), with justifications.

Q.8 In case, any regulation or licensing condition is suggested to made

applicable to OTT service providers in response to Q.7 then whether

such regulations or licensing conditions are required to be reviewed or

redefinedin context of OTT services or these may be applicable in the

present form itself? If review or redefinition is suggested then propose

or suggest the changes needed with justifications.

Q.9 Are there any other issues that you would like to bring to the attention

of the Authority?
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List of Abbreviations

AGR Adjusted Gross Revenue.

BEREC Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications.

CAF Customer Acquisition Form.

CAGR Compound Adjusted Gross Revenue.

CLI Calling Line Identification.

CLOUD Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data.

CMS Centralized Monitoring System.

ECC Electronics Communication Code.

ECS Electronics Communication Service.

EU European Union.

FRAND Fair, Reasonable and Non-discriminatoryr.

GB Gigabyte.

ICT Information and Communication Technology.

IoT Internet of Things.

ITU International Telecommunication Union.

IUC Interconnection Usage Charges.

LoI Letter of Intent.

LSA Licensed Service Area.
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LTE Long-Term Evolution.

MLAT Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties.

MTTR Mean Time To Restore.

NFV Network Function Virtualization.

NIA Notice Inviting Application.

NNP National Numbering Plan.

NRA National Regulatory Authorities.

OTT Over The Top.

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Networks.

QoS Quality of Service.

RCS Rich Communication Services.

SDN Software Defined Networks.

SPDI Sensitive Personal Data or Information.

TRAI Telecom Regulatory Authority of India.

TSP Telecom Service Provider.

UASL Unified Access Service License.

USOF Universal Service Obligation Fund.

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol.

VoLTE Voice over LTE.

WPC Wireless Planning & Coordination wing.
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